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Seventh
 












 for graduation 
exercises received wide 
support  









ministration for its 
cancellation.  
A statement read by ombuds-
man J. Benton 
White from Presi-
dent Robert D. Clark said 
in part, 
"I am hopeful that 
the steps we 
have taken including recent staff
 
appointments 
will be sufficient evi-
dence of our good faith to make a 
demonstration unnecessary."
 










drew support from Senator Eugene 
The Mexican -American 






McCarthy, who backed the ''Chi -
While in San Jose, 
McCarthV
 
Will Handle Problems 
and  Gripes 
cano challenge" in a statement. 
signed a petition citing the educa-
tional system's failure to prepare 













 who seek human 
dignity. This same worthless edu-
cation sends you out into our com-
munities 
as
 social workers." 
He said Dr. Clark is a "most 
abrupt symbol of how 
uneducated 
the 
administration  is about the 
problems of the Chicanos." 
Harry Edwards, instructor in so-
ciology said, "College is a 
pt cc
 to 
prepare people to live in a rele-
vant society. Its primary responsi-
bility is to students and not 
Reagan or Rafferty. 
'TAKE
 SCHOOL OVER' 
"Students have a 
right to take 
this school over to make it fulfill 
its 
responsibility.  Unless they want 
another 
Columbia or France, the 











out during the national
 
.inthem. 
Dr. E. E. Rutherford, president 
of the American 
Federation of 
Teachers 
(AFT',  said the demon-
stration had his personal
 support. 
He said the AFT 
collected
 $100 for 
MASC  and had voted 
unanimously  
on Monday
 to join with MASC in 





support for the demon-
stration and called 
for  students to 
"stick together." 
The Mexican -Americans have 
also received 
support
 from the ASB 
Human Relations 
Comission,  Stu-
dents for a 
Democratic Society, the 
Peace  and 
Freedom
 Party, Profes-
sors Against the War, 
the United 
Black




Stroughter,  candidate for 
Supervisor,  second 
district  
its graduates adequately 
for going 
out into the Chicano community. 
This petition will be presented to 
Dr. Clark at 
commencement.  
In its entirety, Clark's statement 
said, "I support 
o u r Mexican 
American students in their de-
mands for greater recognition of 
their needs in higher education. 
"We ought to have 
more courses 
and more course content on 
the 
Mexican -American culture,  on so-
cial and economic 
problems
 of mi-
nority  peoples, on Mexican and 




MORE MEXICAN -AMERICANS 
"We ought to have 
more Mexi-
can -American students in our class-
rooms, more financial support 
for 
them, more
 Mexican -American pro-
fessors. We have begun 
to make 
progress on all 
of
 these fronts, as 
the recent staff report 
shows,  but 
we have not done enough. We shall 
do more."
 
He then expressed hope the dem-
onstration would not be 
needed.
 
Hernandez answered Dr. Clark 
by saying, "Our colege education 
the 
bureaucratic  chasm," 
Earl 
Hansen, the newly appointed 
stu-
dent  ombudsman, declared. 
"My 
purpose




 is to act as an agent to help 
students find a resolution to their 
problems which they have been 
unable 
to solve through any other 
means," Hansen said, 
Hansen 
explained
 that he has 
already received several com-
plaints, two of which he has been 
able to do something about. 
The first complaint coming from 
students was about the cafeteria 
service, or lack of it, according to 
the student
 ombudsman. 
"I've heard comtant gripes from 
students about 
certain food serv-
ices not being available," Hansen 
said, "and so I've submitted
 a list 
of specific complaints to Michael 
Dolan, the cafeteria 
manager."
 
Dolan assured Hansen that his 
staff would look into the 
gripes  
and do its best to accommodate 
the students better. 
Hansen is 
presently working on 
another student 













 uniting  
it 
is not known 
whether
 he 
will  live. A 
fellow human  being 
who desired 
to be the President
 of a 
deeply
 disturbed nation, 
a 




has  been 
shot.  
Another 
senseless  act 
of violence 
has taken 
place  in a 
nation which 
was created to 
be a land of peace
 for all. 
This act was senseless. 











 or any 
group, all
 people of this
 nation had 















for  themselves. We 
must,  in the words
 
of the 
late  President 
John
 F. Ke   
not think in 
terms of 
"what  your 
country
 can do for 
you."  but instead







don't,  we may not 
have
 our emintry 
much
 longer. 





Each professor must submit a 
i 
took




cating which texts he will be using 
for  the next semester. The student 
ombudsman discovered 
that if a 




 will not 
refund 
the student's money. 
"I'm making 
up
 a proposal for 
the bookstore to assume this re-
sponsibility, 
instead





discovered  that over 40 per 
cent of the 
professors
 don't sub-
mit this list." 
Any 
student who has gripes
 or 
suggestions for 
solutions to gripes 
may contact 













S t lid  en 
t 
Rights
 a n d 
Responsibilties




















Clark  put the 
document
 into immediate effect.
 




Academic  Council and 
Student 








last two meetings to making 
minor word revisions
 before unani-
mously approving it. 
The Statement




 in class and on 
campus. It guarantees 
certain legal 
procedures  which must be used 




 adoption of the State-
ment, Academic Council did leave 
some important items hanging in 
mid-air. 
One  was a complaint by 
several department chairmen 

















"Cat Ballou" will he this semes-
ter's last 
Friday  Flick
 at 7 and 
10 p.m. in Morris Dailey 
Audi-
torium. Admission is 40 cents. 
Jane Fonda and Lee 
Marvin,  
who won an Academy Award 
for 
his performance,



















Funeral sers ices 
lot  Karen Lynn 
Meadows, 19
-year -old SJS coed, 
will be held 
at 10 a.m, tomorrow 
at
 the Lima - 
Salmon  - Erickson 
Cathedral 
Chapel,




 Burial is pending.
 
Miss Meadows 
died Sunday in 
a 
Contra  Costa County
 hospital of 
injuries received Saturday in a 
boating collision 








 other SJS 
students,  
James 
Dawers,  21, 
and Jerry 
Mc-

































Roberts,  37, 
of San 







rounding  a 
"blind 
curve"  on the 
slough, next
 to the 
right bank,
 while 
towing  a 
skier.  
He
 says he saw 









swerved  the 
same way 
and




 a native 
of San 



















































































































 and a 
sister, 




















Friday at 5 












 Roy Delpier. 
SJS students receiving a bacca-
laureate negree
 this spring or sum-
mer are considered
 new students to 
the graduate 
program




Friday  to 
be 






 who apply before the 
deadline may continue to file tran-
scripts, 
test







By JANET HOTIIERstALL, MARY 
GOTTstliALK  and DOANE YAWGER 
Senator Robert E. Kennedy was shot three 
times at 12:15 this morning as he stepped 
off a platform following a victory
 address in the Embassy Room
 of the .Ambassador 
Hotel in Los Angeles, 
according
 to late Radio reports. 
I.ate





 was taken after the 
shooting stated his 
condition  was "critical" having been
 shot in the front forehead, right
 
ear and shoulder. 
Kennedy 
was  immediately transferred 
to Good Samaritan 
Hospital
 where a neuro-
surgeon was waiting. At 1:25 
a.m. Frank MacKowitz, Kennedy's 
press  secretary, de-
scribed Kennedy as 
"breathing  
well  and with a good
 heart. I 
do not think 









































































































































while  in 
the 























































held  a 
handkerchief

























 for a 
seriously 
injured  or 
ill member







 at Hyannis 
Port, 











at 4:32 a.m. 
EST,  that neither of 
Kennedy's  parents
 would be 
awakened. 
She said his mother, 
Rose Kennedy, would be 
notified 
in the 















Kennedy,  was notified at 
the home of her 
sister, Lee 
Bouvoir Radizwell and her only 





 Ted Kennedy, brothcr 









 Hotel when word of the
 
shooting arrived.





press reports. He imme-
diately 





 radio reports 
conjectured
 there may have 
been
 


















 must have 
been 
lying in 












According to radio 























































(('ontinued on Page 3%) 




By SUSY LYDLE 
Spartan 
Daily Staff Writer 
Jeff Mullins 
resigned  as ASB 
Treasurer 
last  night to accept the 
appointment to Commissioner of 
Educational
 Reform from ASB 
President Dick Miner. Miner ap-
pointed Dave Alkman
 with Stu-
dent Council approval. 
Mullins will 
head the new Asso-




Miner. Mullins, working with an 
interim  Students Board of Educa-
tion, will develop a six -point pro-
gram during the summer, action-
able in part in September, and 
January in full, which 
will: 
"I, Establish a Student Board 




"2.  Prepare a Student
 Declara-
tion on Education which is strong, 
comprehensive  and actionable. 
"3. Formulate a teacher
 evalu-
ation program whereby 
students  















tem of education at SJS, i.e., regis-
tration, adding 
and  dropping 
courses, class size, and grading. 
"5. Coordinate and work with 
student groups and faculty organi-
zations 
seeking
 educational reform 
at 
SJS and in the State College
 
system.  
"6. Implement greater student 





 SJS, i.e. curriculum 
committees, 
academic  senates, 
fairness, 




 well as 
Sharing in the 
selection
 process of 
all administrators." 
"The most pressing
 task facing 
the students
 is that  of 
immediate,  
progressive, student 
involvement  in 
educational 
reform,




 and the 
nation," Miner said. 
"It  is not only 
legitimate, but 
of the highest 




educational  revolution 




 Declaration on 
Education would be a 
product of 
exploration and definition by the 
Student Commissioner and the 
Student Board of Education 
as to 
the reasons why 20,000 students 
should meet regularly with 1,000 
professors, in short declare what 
the student believes a college edu-
cation is all about, according to 
Miner. 
Miner will ask council to set 










funds of $12,000 are also 
available,  according to Miner. 
Today's Graduation Edition 
is 
edited  by Spartan Daily 
Staff
 
members  Sue Ilauk and 
Ron Ruth-
erford. This is 
the  last scheduled 
edition
 of the year. 
Students will discuss the teacher 
and 
come back to the board with 
evaluation rating and then take 
this to the 
instructor. The same 
procedure will follow
 five weeks 
from the end of 
the semester. "If 
Improvement
 hasn't been shown,"
 
said Miner, "the board will con-
tact the 
instructor,  department 
chairman  and the  











"I consider that position
 a tre-
mendous 
challenge,"  says Mullins. 
"We've been talking 
to people and 
reesarching 
the idea, 
and  we've 
found 







Group I classes 
meet
 daily, MWF, M, W, F, 
MTW,
 MWTh, MTWF, 
MWThF, MW, ME, WF. 





























































Thursday, June 13 
11 
Thursday, June 13 
Friday, June 7 
II 
Friday, June 7 
1 
Monday,
 June 10 
II 










June  12 
11 




Wednesday, June 12 
1 
Tuesday,




Monday, June 10 
Monday,  
June  10 
Friday, June 
7 
Friday, June 7 
Friday, June 7 
Friday,  June
 7 
Thursday, June 6 
Monday, June 10 
Tuesday, June 11 
Wednesday, June 12 
7:30 to 9:45 a.m. 
10 
to 
12:15  p.m. 
10 
to 1215 p.m. 
















to 9:45 a.m. 
3:30 to 5:45 
p.m. 
1 to 1:16 p.m.
 
1 to 3:15 p.m. 
3:30 to 5:45 
p.m. 
3:30 to 5:45 
p.m. 
1 to 3:15 p.m. 













7 to 9:15 p.m. 
7 fa 9:15 p.m. 
*If 
desired,  
the  time 
of
 this examination  period may be changed to 







 Spanish IA, and 
Spanish
 








Thursday,  June 6 at Ito 
3:15 p.m. French IA,

















daily  and 
four -day classes 
may,



















eeP %la Ve. %11.1 
Wednesday, 















A newspaper can illuminate many path., It ta up to the traveler to decide 
which




Cook  .. 
5. 





















Daily  has 
tried





realize  there 
are  many 
tides
 to a given 
story, and 
it
 is indeed 
up to the
 traveler to 




 to take." 
To
 many this may 
seem like a rut 
in 
the middle





 to travel. In reality,  
it 
reprt-











aspects  of a story is 
extremely 
difficult. .At times 
we failed at this. 
because journalists, too. are human. 
The only time
 the Daily took a stand 
this semester came
 when
 we ran front 
page editorials to discourage violence 
during the last anti -Dow 
Chemical  
demonstrations. People take their own 
chances driving on the highway. They 
shouldn't have to do so while walking 
on 
their own campus. 
Other 
issues  such as participation in 
the 





 So it is 









 out on his 
graduation cere-
mony if he 
chooses.  However,
 if the 
legal 
rights




 the iolators 
must be fully 
punished
 acciirding to the 
law.  
In the interest of airing
 another side 
of NIS' 
turbulent racial issues,  it is 
this  
writer's  feeling that 
President Robert 






























required  to 
gather, analyze and present all the in-
formation it can 
regarding any story. 
he responsible press does feel com-
pelled to take a stand whenever it 
feels responsibility
 and order are 




has become as 
complex and
 imperfect as 
ours, news-
papers which will 
stand in the middle 
of it  all 
and report as 
much  informa-
tion as possible 
are  desperately needed. 
If 
the  Spartan Daily 
approached  this 
ideal during the








































Ralph  David Abernathy,
 leader of 
the Poor Peoples March,
 has stated that the 
people  are there to 
stay. They are now
 asking 
for permanent roads. 
Washington, 
D.C.  has turned a very 
beau-
tiful





Pool,  into a shack 
city.  Which park 
in which city will
 be next? 
Conservationists  are 
shouting  for land 
preservation, 
and yet a 
park
 is turned 
into  
a shack -home
 area. I am 
not  against the 
poor  
nor 
against the Poor 
Peoples March, 











 of equal im-
portance, of equal
 usefulness, and 
equal 
quality in place
 of this park? 
Even if Resur-
rection City
 is torn 




 to the land;
 it is 
now 
one big 
mud  puddle and 




 it be 





sure  that there 
are  other areas in 
the 
city
 that could 
have  been used 
for a tem-
porary
 or even a 
permanent  city 
for  some 
5,000 people. 
When this land 
was suggested, it 
was for 
Telling  It Like It Is 
By DAN EHRLICH
 
Who says there's no conscience on 
campus? Wherever did the 
assumption 
come
 from that the church 
and state are 
separate? 
The fact of the 
matter  is our fantastic-
ally enlightened_
 hut utterly useless stu-
dent boilt 
president. Dick Miner, 
has  
taken
 up the robe of Buddah, and has be-
come not 
olds  the school's spiritual
 leader, 
but its conscience as well. 
Here's a guy who's supposed to be a 
representative




ipit   of orderly conduit: yet 
he 
has the gall to pronounce openly 
his  
support for a 
plan which would 
wreck  
the intent and





How a man. or 
I should say boy, can 
have 
the 
outlandish  audacity  
to
 
act  in 
his 






 and fruit 


















think  as I 
do 
are 

















the matter is 
I.












waited  a long time for this 
day.
 And 








since I. too, have .01Me deep 
ethnic 
ties from the old world,
 
I thought it would 
be 
a nice gesture to my aging 
parents to 
bring them 
up here for the whole 
ceremony. 
But I certainly am not, 
and I'll het do  
lars to doughnuts, the 
majority of those 
taking part in the
 ceremony are not going 
to stand
 for anything marring 
this
 last 
day of college life. 
What's that, Diekie Bird? You say 
I'm 
only being personal and
 thinking of my-
self? Your damn straight 
I am. For when 
one group threatens the 
rights
 of another 
group,  which happens to he taking 
part
 
in an activity wIiich  may have a great deal 
of personal significance to various indi-
viduals. the issue becomes
 purely personal. 
As for myself, the diploma and 
erre. 
mony mean very little, especially when 
you see what a San Jose State diploma 
looks like. 
Graduation is in fact my liberation  
front school. It's the end 
of a challenge, 
a turning point in life and 
something 
which just had to he 
completed.  
Whether a person
 winds up a
 
I   or a 
millionaire, he still can 
have the personal 
satisfaction  of knowing
 he stuck some-





 one hut no one 
 is going 
to 
mess
 this already middy memory
 up 
for me any 
worse than it is. 
For
 that hour or PO in Spartan Stadium 
truthfully
 T could care less about 
anything  
else happening in the world, 








So, Mr. Miner, don't in your white 
knight, or should
 I say off-white image 
of mankind's 
saviour,  speak for  the she 
dent hotly or net 
venni&  




leader.  You weren't elected' for 
that
 if the
 first place 
the temporary 
billeting of tiled 
marchers. I  
feel 
certain
 that this 





 that the 
marchers  were 
coming
 to stay. Is it 
too late? 
Can we 
still  save the 
land?
 can we give 
them 
suitable 
permanent  homesites 
in place of this 
park? Or, are 








 is not large 
enough  to 
house so many people, 
nor  are there facilities 
of any 
kind  for them. 
Are 
we going to give up our 
parks and 
recreation
 lands for 
homes? 
Bonnie Batniek, A3713 
Sparta  Life Co
-Writer
 
Comments On Inserts 
Editor:  
As co-author
 of the article "Gittin It To-
Rethah"
 in the current issue of Sparta
 Life, 
I would like to comment on the stapled 
inserts in the magazines now being
 sold. 
INSERTS 
The insert reads: "The last paragraph of 
the  article 'Gittin It Togethah' which appears 
in this issue over the names of Toinette 
Egan 




She  did 




By omission the insert implies that I am 
responsible for the last paragraph of the ar-
ticle  and that I do agree with the content. 
Neither implication is correct, however. 
I want to clarify the points 
that neither 
Sheila Younge
 nor I wrote the last paragraph, 
and it misrepresents both our viewpoints. I 
hope this clarification reaches the students
 
who have purchased Sparta Life, especially 
those students who acted as news sources for 
the article. 







The 1967-1968 ASB has recently carried 
through a grant of monies to 
assist
 needy 
students, mainly the less fortunate 
minority  
students, our fellow human beings. Such a 
positive act has
 demonstrated for  some who 
believe, .en affirmation in humanity. 
A non -paternalistic gesture is proof that 
property, money 
or
 whatever the substance 
may be, is more than just a corporal 
entity. 
Property is a social -economic phenomenon 
with which the students at SJS are not afraid 
to deal in a positive manner. 
As a result of the appropriations, the desire 
of approaching the ideal of "equality" of 
opportunity for all is somewhat closer to 
reality. We are determined to save the world 
from something, perhaps ourselves! 
Also, it is time to extend recognition 
to 
Harry Edwards, who has 
jarred  some bigotry 
from our  toe -heads. Let's admit it, we are 
sick when it comes to attitudes about other 
races. I for one 
feel somewhat threatened 
when a Negro appears with ii blonde. Yet,  al 




not proud of this attitude. We in this genera-
tion cannot blame ow- forefathers with all the 
ignorance and hate in the world. Bigots, not 
so different from myself in 
this  present "mod" 
generation, can create 
"evil"  too. 
At any rate,
 the intention of this letter was 
their demonstration of integrative behavior. 
Now, 
the new ASB government
 has the 
charge
 
of furthering the race, 
the only race 
that really matters, 





 THRUST and PARRY is continued
 
on page
 S of today's Daily in order that 
as many 
letters as 









(*Campus  Crusader  for
 Truth. 
Justice
 and Carrot 
Soup) 
What sort of bizarre circumstances 
would  have to prevail before a whole 
hunch of people 
would come from as far 
away as Texas, 
or
 stick ar  1 three extra 
days for an event,




Well, you guessed 
it  the SIS gradua-
tion exercises (Is that 
bizarre enough for 
you?) 
I can see it now. Three 
thousiand  gradu-
ates. 
three limes as many 
parents
 and 
friends, tons of 
flowers,
 bowls of joy and 
happiness,  all ready
 for the moment 
they've  all been 
waiting
 for  and 
what  
happens?   somebody 
leaves.
 
And pretty soon everybody leaves --
everybody that is except most of the
 
graduates,
 all of their parents
 and the 
flowers --
Naturally all this 
cotnmotion  will tend 
to 
extract some of the joy 
and harmony 
from the somber ceremonies, hut then, it 
won't completely ruin them. Hilt 
the
 ad-
ministration is quick to point out that 
we're d   g all we can for the Chicano: 
how can we justify letting them ruin the 
graduation that so many have worked so 
hard








 and if you scrounge
 through the 
catalog next year, you'll 
find a course in 










college graduat I, in sociology, police 
science,  or even the average citizen, 
just
 
know what goes on in those areas known 
as ghettos. Perhaps
 you might ask that the 
social worker be educated by the people
 
who otherwise will have to put up with 
his incompetince in those 
ghettos.  



































 minally  
i 
lefined  as one
 














you  are one 
of 








come the BIG Nitorr, jmit grab yourself 
a carrot and cool it - - 
then maybe some 
day 
your 
kblii  can be 
graduated from a 
meaningful institution. 




ISatire, Muckraking & Other 
Graffiti)
 
By JEFF MULLINS 
It was 
suggested
 that I 
do 
not  det at  





an  I and



















won't tell you 
a story about 
when I 
was 11 
years old and 




 made me 








It was quite a 
trip. 
I 
I shouldn't tell 
you 
about  it.) During 
file summer my 
dad and 
I ran 
a bakery trutk and
 oecassionally we 
would deliver
 day old goods
 to this labor 
camp for 
half the price. 







 that, "I'd 








 a series of 
discue-
sions 
and  events and then 




goodbt e to 
a bakery truek 
and 
spending a couple of days 
and nights 
with
 grape, prune and vegetable pickers. 
Well
 since I promised not to devote 
my 
column  to the Chicanos.  I best not 
dwell on the 
subject any further. But there 
are things I still 
cannot  forget. Like: 
Clouds of black flies
 around garbage 
cans and along sides of hots: wooden out-
houses with odors that made me 
scant portions of watery,  mealy food: 
(lamp, dank smelling shacks: a torn blan-
ket and a swayback mattress: hollow -
faced men and sickly, skinny  children. 
I used to have nightmares after 
ti  
weekend
 yeah. I forgot. it's best I 11011.i 
devote my last column
 to wetbacks. 
* 
* * 
For once the 













acquiring  e  gh rash to 
purchase
-








 that the 111,ti 
ASB Vice -President,
 Bill Langan. is quite 
a nice Greek




would he hest suited 
to shoot our 
budget request through student
 council. 
. . . All joking aside. 
Langan
 has sur-
prised a list of 
people.
 In three weeks in 
office, he has de 
lllll ustrated real talent 





 for all 
students.  not to 
forget the fart 
that  he has 
dis1ilati41
 lead-
ership as well 
















 class postage 
paid at an 










daily  by 
students 
of San Jose 
State College. 
except Satur-







accepted  only on 
 remainder
-of -semester 
basis.  Full 
academic
 year, $9; 




























 thole of the 
Associated 
Student  Lindy, 
the 
College 
Administration,  or 
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Bridges, Mike Clark, Patricia 
Reeb,  Dan 
Ehrlich, 
Mike
 Elvitsky, William Falkner, Bill 
Galstan,  
Mary 
Gottschalk,  Steve Granucci, Bill 
Hurschmann,  
Allan Kimball, Susy Lydle, 
Barbara
 McKinney, Rick 
McQuiston, Stephen Moss, 
Jeff Mullins,  Ronald 
Rutherford, Rinses 
Sketeris, Connie Skipitares, Judy 
Smith, William Smithson, Phil Stone, Cathy Tilley, 
Gina Traeger, Caroline Wilbrecht, 
David Wil-
liams.
 Laraine Yamamoto, Doan 
Yarrow. 
ADVERTISING
 STAFF  Dick Bacon, Lawson 
Ball, 
Diane Bates, Michael Brooks, Stephen 
Collins,  Dan 
Davis, Stan DeVaughn, Lee 
Donnelly,
 Christopher 
Ford, Bruce Helper, Mary Hanna, John 
Hurley, 
Conway Leonard, Edd
 Lockwood, Edward Marcus. 
Ed Medoff, Jim 




 Carol Squires, Stephen 
St  , Joseph Tami,
 Patrick Walsh, Francis Wong, 
John
 Worthing. 
PHOTOGRAPHY  STAFF  
Mary
 Adams, Paste; Ben-
son, Dennis Dougherty,
 Doug Menard, Roland
 
Merger.
 John Morrill, Wayne 



























 reeentl3 that 
they  will 
demonstrate
 at the June 14 com-
mencement
 ceremony at SJS. 
This
 
brought their cause back into the 
headlines. 
Caesar Chavez, a 
newsmaker
 in 
his own right, 
spoke  on Seventh
 










 famous Delano grape -
pickers strike. said 
he
 had thought 
striking was 
"the
 American thing 
to 






hero  to the 
Mexican -
Americans appeared at SJS earlier 
this
 
semester.  Roles 
Tijerina,  who 
is leading a battle to reclaim three 
million acres in the Southwest. pre-
sented a fiery speech 
to
 a half 
Mexican -American, half Anglo au-
dience in Morris 
Dailey  Auditori-
um. It suffered because he was 
trying to speak 
in English, ,his 
second language,  to the Anglos. 
EXPLOITATION 
Dan Hernandez, a memuer of 
the Mexican - 
American  Student 
Confederation IMASCI said that 
racially the 
Chicano
 is Indian. He 
claimed the missionaries took 
the 
Indians, made them Catholics, 
taught
 them 
Spanish, and then 
ex-






upon the Chicano. 
The list of 
grievances  the Chi-
canos cite reflect White efforts, in 
the eyes of the 
Chicano, to ignore 
their  existence and force 
those  in-
dividuals 




 to conform to 
White  
standards of 
dress,  speech and 
values




on campus is an angry
 individual. 






for 25th District 





 In fact, 




 on campus 
is even will-
ing






















































hav shopped and com-
pared and hav found that 
Carlyle's prices ar nver high-
er and in most instances r 
substantially
 
lower  than prices
 
elsewhre - for th same qual-
ity Diamonds. 





































 problem and follow 
the 
"pull  yourself up by the boot-
straps"
 
philosophy,  Cabrera said. 
In between is a large group, the 
educator
 continued. He 
knows he is 
Mexican
 in an American
 culture, 
but he is not fully Mexican or 





dates in a way that causes little 




talking to the 
"activists" in the Mexican -Ameri-
can community, the objective, so-
ciological
 over-all 
viewpoint  gets 
obscured.
 
"The Anglos don't 
know
 any-
thing about the Chicanos and 
that's  
why we've been messed up!" stated 
Norma 
Fierro, a member of 
MASC  
and former SJS student. "You can't 
separate the campus from 
the com-
munity. But here, the teachers are 
in an ivory tower." 
"SJS is the root of most of the 
problems facing the Chicanos com-
munity," said 
Hernandez,  who 
also
 
was an SJS student until he 
dropped out in favor of community 
work. This 
college  has been asked. 
threatened, begged, for 
adequate  
education. 
"Policemen,  teachers, social 
workers and 
businessmen  who 
graduate 
from  SJS and find them-
selves  sent out into 
the Chicano 
community  where the most 
arrests,  
drop -outs and 
unemployments  oc-
cur,
 find that SJS has failed 
to 
prepare 














 is brainwashed. 
He must 
change or he 
doesn't make it. The 
college excludes his 
people,
 so if 
he 
insists
 on preserving his ident-





fighting  for the right to 
preserve the good things
 of Ameri-
can culture.
 There is need for 
iden-
tification, a 
need to feel worthy.
 
There is a hostile 
sense of alien-
ation.  
"There is a 
resentment  against 






of no merit in the
 Anglo com-
munity." 




familiar  to the 
White
 community. "It 





Males  and females 
have 



















LEADERS  Ben 
Ybarra
 (I.) 




members of the Mexican -American Student Confederation wkich 
plans  io demonstrate at the commencement ceremony June 14. 
The 
students  have set up a headquarters in the East Side which 
provides information for the community. Hernandez, 
who  dropped 
out of SJS to work for th, Chicano cause, stated, -We are 






 and understand that the Anglos' values 
are wrong." 
Mexico through frequent 
visits,  or 
not. The individual families vary." 
Acculturation
 into American so-




munity. Some communities 
insul-
ate the families
 from the Americar 
way of life, Dr. 
Cabrera  said. 




 America's materialStie 
society. "In the 
American  society, 
being 
human is made 
secondary  to 
phony luxuries. This culture is a 
rat -race.
 It's too late for 
me,  but 
maybe my children 
can have a hu  
manized






















goals  and that they 
may have 
to develop a drive
 for materialistic 
gain. 
"The image of 
the Mexican tak 
ing 
his  afternoon siesta is a stereo-
type," Dr. Cabrera stated. "Many 
members of the 
working  class get 
up at 3 
or
 4 in the morning so 
their work is 
finished  by mid -af-
ternoon." 
"The
 White people should 
be
 stu-
died," Hernandez said. 
"They  are 
causing
 the trouble. 
The  White 
answer




 and they 
are try-
, m to 
solve  
it with money." 













 campus in tile
 nation. I'm %lee 
president,







 I haven't seen 
t in the 
whole nation 
1110 




































important to the student 
and 
ta should have 













According  to 
Miner  there 
may  
14! 
sortie  resistance from 
instruc-
tors who feel













FRI., SAT., SUN. -  8:30 - 





Cruiser pack bag 
Down sleeping bag - 
one lb. 
Down sleeping bag

















9x9 - Sleeps 3 
Umbrella 
tent  120 - 
Sleeps  4 
Cottage
 tent 9x 12 - 
Sleeps 6 
- Tents 
have  floors, screen 
doors,  windows - 
Sleeping 
bags - standard 3 lb.
 Dacron 
Sleeping


















belts  and 






































already  an invasion of 
their pri-
vacy. 
"Students  have the 
right  to 
determine  the 
type of people 
teaching
 them."







 of grades dur-
ing the 
summer.  "There
 will be a 
Hose
 examination and 
study  of 










that there is very 
little 
[Hes:owe  to the
 ability or inrelli-
1011'
 
students  in 
class

















 the study, ac-
6.50 
',riling
 to Miner. 
7.50 
Miner  says he 















































































































Spartan Dully Feature Editor 
Stick out your 
thumb. You may 




student, proved it is possible when 
he 
hitch -hiked from 
San 
Jose  to 
San Salvador two summers ago - 
a total
 of 8,000 miles. 
He is planning a return trip 
this summer but this time wants 
to take a boat  trip down one of 
the branches of the
 Amazon, 
Martinez
 and a friend, a San 
Diego State 
junior,  will trek 
through  Mexico to Panama. In 
Panama they will 
take a boat to 





Andes  to a town 
in Columbia called Letizia where 
the branches of the 
Amazon  join. 
"We will take only bare neces-
sities
 in a ruck sack, 
about  a hun-
dred dollars 
in







The last trip 
began  where all 
California 
tourists begin their va-
cations - on the freeway. "We 
got
 on the freeway entrance, stuck 
out our thumbs and prayed for the 
best." 
Martinez complained he had 
a 
difficult 
time getting rides from 
Americans  either here or in Mex-
ico. "Most of the motorists stop-
ping to pick us up were natives 
of the countries we visited." 
"Mexico can
 look great from the 
back of a truck," he said. "Once 
you get out of the 
mountains  into 
southern Mexico - 
the rock 
formations, the
 plants, trees, and 
then the rain forests of Guatamala,
 
El Salvador 
- it's beautiful. We 
rode through coffee, sugar and
 cot-
Robt.Kennedy  Shot 
At Victory 
Rally 
(Continued from  
rage
 IA) 
silent  prayer for Kennedy. 
Senator'l 
McCarthy told 
his  supporters to 
"go home
 and meditate with
 more 
silent prayer." 
In Washington, D.C., 
President 
Johnson was 
awakened  and the 
White 
House  announced 
it

































"By  the 
time I 
got here,













































































































































































































































































in white trousers, bright sarapes,  
and hats with tassels walking 
along the road." 
Martinez said that getting 
the 
necessary papers is not difficult. 














hikCII to Canada '-Is.  

















/all.  ssI.  
UBSA Seeks Books
 
The United 13Iack Students tor 
Action it.'13SA I book drive tor the 
Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial 
Library will run thiough June 13. 
According to Sheila Younge,
 
book drive chairman, students and 
citizens in the community are do-
nating their books  to the drive. 









BLOOD IS NEEDED 
Mon. thru 






















 and the Inierdist.iplin-
ary 














June 9, 1968 
Morning Seminar 9:45 o.m.
 
Can Life Conquer Death? 
Evening Forum 5:45 p.m. 





1897 Alum Rock 
Ave.,  San Jose 
(for 
students




Price  Draft Daily 
3-5  p.m. 
 254 
Spaghetti  Dinners




every  Thurs. 8 

















13riii;1 this Cutipiiii 
11 kJ V 
4\.10 II 0_ Ilk. 0 0 
IT'S 















 -'-Open Mon., Thurs. & 
Fri.
 1,1  
Valley Fair Shopping Center 
248.3040 -- Open Arlon. thru  Fri. 
Nid1-,
  I 4: 
Sunnyvale 200 S. Taafee 
793-0591 - Open 
Than. 






  SI A Week
 
. COAST
 TO COAST. 
.. 























 Marquise Cut 
diamond




































apologize nor will it make 
a 
retraction




























 play, "A 
;lass




p.m.  in 
Morris Dailey 
,iditorium.





 by the United 
I lack Students 





out  of the 
).% atts riots in 












Bootstrap  runs its 
pro-
.aams entirely from private con-
', 
itartion.  







 the last time 
Beau TM 
announeements 
will  appear this 
semester. 
Beam
 Ties will resume
 





maim'  speech 
major, from 






major  and 





































































Fundamentals of Marketing 
 '.ftii.. 
......, 




















 FROM 9:30 
IASPARTAN
 DAILY Wednesday,  
.7
 me 5 
1968  
Moderne  















































































AND  DINNERS 
SERVED DAILY IN OUR 
)10f8RAU  & DINING ROOM 
EVERY WED. 
AMATEUR  NITE 
Group
 









 Minority Support 
Commission, a group formed sev-
eral weeks ago 











The  Commission was hastily 
or-
ganized after the 
assassination of 
Martin 
Luther  King 
to raise a 
scholarship 
fund











Last week the 
group met to 
review  what it has 
done and 




the  effort since 
the 
commission's birth 
has been spent 
organizing
 and setting up lines of 
communication. 
The group has 
brought 








 It has 
taken  a 
strong  step 
toward 
providing 


















Plans  for the 






















































.shish kabob in our de-
lightful atmosphere. We 
feature superb dining at 
reasonable prices. 
1401 
South  First 
at Alma 
nority 




would establish a 
special
 section 
in the library 
which will contain 
books on th: race problem, help 
with tutoring, send "watchdogs" 
to government agencies to see  how 
they handle minorities, aid in voter 





Miller,  chairman of 
the Department of 
Law Enforce-
ment and Administration, Monday
 
issued a 




which  dress infractions 
and  
other minor 
violations  of Depart-
mental regulation are 
dealt  with." 
In a memo 
sent
 to Dr. Hobert 
W. 
Burns, academic vice 
president,  
Miller






followed in calling student atten-
tion to such violations." 
The policy change 
came
 in the 
wake of an incident in which Ken-
neth Jones, senior English 
major, 
filed a complaint against Miller, 
charging that the chairman 
"snatched  my hat," thinking that 
Jones was a law enforcement ma-
jor. Miller later apologized for the 
incident, calling it "a case of mis-
taken identity." 
... a dek9ZIP place 










 Libel  
Charge;
 








































































































 House. Vel 





































 of the 
Academic  
Council  
tomorrow  for 
, 































 ID -San Jose) again.t
 
them and a 
Hayward  























libel  suit. 
The YRs were 
named












awl send him 
















and bullying colltge student, In 111 









 the YR imaee 
and demanded
 an apology and re-
traction 
from Edwards or 
would take legal action. 
Edwards' charges
 referred to a 
pamphlet called "Just for the Rev-
ord," which criticizes his opopsitk)II 







 and to making













IT I 1, 
.1
sistant. 
it also allegedlj 
-lea, - 









policy,"  said 
Earl  
Hayward  political group call 
-I 
Hansen, 








































 and Incense" 
with 
Alan Watts
  America's 




  The Inventor 
of Sensory 
Awakening 
A Sensory Journey 




8:00 p.m. Thurs., June
 6, San Jose Civic 
Auditorium. 
Gen. Ad. 
$4.00  Students 
$2.50  
Tickets
 at Roberts Bookstore,
 Kit's Books, and at the
 door 
































a sample of what 






















Wednesday,  June 5, 196k 















































 n t nor 
faculty 
member,
 I felt 
the  staff would
 
not 















































I'm amazed by editorial cov-





B. M. 0. C.;
 I've wanted 
to 







wanted  to shake a finger at Sue 
Amon for hitch
-hiking
 and Bill 
Hurschmann
 for not eating prop-
erly; I'd like 
to explain to Doane 
Yawger 
why  term papers 
are 
important; I'd like 
to thank 
Richard 
Snell A2703 for his 
thank you to the older genera-
tion and list for R. L. Beadle 
A5202 the awful heritage the 
oldest generation left to the 
older generation; but, I tore up 
those three letters. 
Now: I 
MUST speak to the 
proposed graduation disruption. 
Perhaps I can get
 answers to a 
few 
questions  from MASC. 
HOD CARRIERS
 
What right has anyone to vio-
late a rite that so many families 
have 





were waitresses, laundresses, 
truck dr ivers and hodcarriers or 
parents who have scrubbed 
floors, cleaned 
rest rooms, dug 
ditches and sweat out their own 
labor
 problems be deprived of 
seeing their working graduates 
finally receive that
 paper token? 
Does anyone have the right to 
interrupt a 
wedding  because he 
feels the divorce rate is too high 
or 
intrude on a christening be-





Our family is coming to gradu-
ation! I would
 be delighted to 
meet Dan 
Hernandez
 or Caesar 
Chavez and match 
them weed -
pulling












 a few 
Mexican  
exple-














some  of their
 parents and 
grand































 A. F. 
Brown,  






















Since I appeared to 
take
 a 






other day, I feel that I 
should  
explain the reason for the nega-
tive answers. And, though my 
ideas  are 
about  as 
popular 
to 
some as an empty gas tank on 












is not as unfair or 
blind 
toward  minority 
groups  as 
some 
would have 
us believe - 
- 
appointment 
and work of the 
Ombudsman, Dr. White; 
addi-
tional minority courses; $30,000 
ASB  allocation to aid entering 
minority students; students, :id -
ministration, and 
staff who try, 
on the whole, to be fair and just. 
2. The ceremony, by means 
of the proposed 
disruption,  is be-





graduation ceremony is 
for the benefit of those gradu-
ating, and is not an assembly to 





 the demands made 
by those in charge of the 
pro-
posed disruption are unfair and 
unreasonable --- that those eli-
gible to receive their diploma be 
required to take an additional 
course in order to be eligible for 
graduation.
 
I hope you will join me in 
recognizing that San Jose State 
is a leader in working
 to solve 
minority group problems. I ap-
peal to you 
to reject the unjust 
demands and unnecessary tac-







Eugene Stone, A4795 
Graduate Student 











years, and, during that time, a 
member of the Drama Depart-
ment. I have 
worked
 long hours 
on many shows only to read the 
flippant, 
naive, and unintellec-
tual remarks that your
 so-called 
"reviewers" have so 
graciously  
heaped upon our 
shows.
 
My question has always
 been, 
why do 
you  waste your ink to 








enclosed  article on the 
U.S.O. 
show from your May 31, 
1968 edition 
is an excellent ex-
ample. From
 the article, it is 
quite evident








general and veo 






 of Dram. Aniltither'-
more,











 research on 
just what 
U.S.O.
 show is and 
how it is 
selected,  produced,
 etc. 
If he had, his opening remark 






cast,  only 
one 
piece of 
major  scenery .. ." 
It
 is a fact 
that




onl  Ii; 





on the tour. 
This 








it crew member. When 
not
 on stage, 
the  
east  is 
running  
the lights, changing costume or 
make-up, or setting up for 
the  
next scene. Some actors play as 
many as three roles. The "one 
piece 
of major scenery" is also a 
U.S.O. regulation. All of the 
scenery has to be able to come 
apart and fit into small boxes, 





When Mr. Yost says 
the "Guys 
and Dolls" production "might not 
seem like much." I believe he is 
showing the height of his ignor-
ance. The 
production  might not 
have been 
"costly,"
 but it cer-
tainly was "polished". And
 it was 
one of 
the few shows in the re-
cent history of this 
much -re-
spected  theatre 
department
 to 
gain a standing ovation. 
I believe Mr. Yost and the 
Fine  
Arts Editor of 
your paper owe 
the U.S.O. 

















go out of our
 way 
to co-
operate, but the Spartan Daily 
has done it again.
 I patiently 
explained to a young lady re-
viewer earlier this year that 
dress rehearsals are for the 
preparation of a production not 
for 
reviewing,  
and to do so 
is
 a 
violation  of professional ethics. 
All information
 released to the 
Spartan Daily 
explained that 
Drama students and a 
limited  
number
 of others were invited 
to 
attend  rehearsals 
of









representative  attended. 
He reviewed 
a "performance" 
under  false pretenses 










spectacular  itineraries, 21 to 75 days of superior 
grade  travel from as 
little as $840.30 all inclusive, June and 
July  departures. 




 tailored for the college 
and university student, geared 
to
 the 
tastes and interests of the young adult. 
Travel Europe with fellow students 
from
 throughout the United States and 
Canada on comprehensive programs that provide lots of leisure time for 
relaxation and personal pursuits. 
Also available: Student Charter tours. 12 inexpensive 
programs  to Europe 
based on dollar saving 
charter  fares. No club membership needed 
to loin. 
*STUDENT TRAVELJNERSEAS PROGRAMS, 






























would  like to 
congratulate







this semester, and 
to also thank them
 for their 
patronage.





 stop seeing 
us. 













not here refer to his credentials 
or competence as a critic). 














be a newspaper around to 
give redress to our grievances. 
Professor
 Hal J. Todd, 
Director  
EDITOR'S NOTE:






 HS inches of 
copy
 this semester. This 
is over 
19.000 words, or one small 
novel. 
Photograph reproduction for "Guys 
and Dolls- coverage amounted 
to 
over $50. That all the releases
 were 
not
 complimentary is 
inevitable  when 
covering  the performing arts.
 
The 
"Guys and Dolls" 
review under fire 
(May 
311 is actually complimentary. 
We wish the troupe of this fine pro-
duction "bon voyage" as they con 
tinue their U50 entertainment four 


















Gallery of Tribal Arts 
& Crafts 
175 South First Street,
 294-2541 
PARIS TO SAN 
FRANCISCO
 
August I I August
 it,
 1161 
August II August 1, 1911 
SAN FRANCISCO TO 
PARIS 
August
































 California 94132 
Note: 





Home This Summer: 


















forEs t mF Ra Et eE 
294-9424
 









































































RM. 145, 1st and West St. John 
San Jose, 








































 Field in 
Berkeley  vi ill 
the 
next  23 











ALL YOU CAN 
EAT 
WITH
 THIS AD 


































 will be host to 
the 
Olympic





 at the 
PAAU














 meters t.I  
oft the 


















second  to 
USC's






Lee  Evans 
won the 







































 to bel 





LamIxtrt,  the first SJS  grad 
to 
eoaeh 
the Olympic water 
polo. 
contingent. 
Besides lfind, D is n Landon. 












Bolt Wake. and 
Jim Williamson 
Los Angeles Dodger right-
hander  Drysdale hurled a 
reenril-.(d1Ing si %Di 
ronseettlive  
shutout hist night, heating the 





















Open  every day, I 
0 to 6 














From the  




 will be 
chosen to go 
to the Olympic Trials 
at 
Belmottt,  front 

































 or the Coast
 
Conference









Ifungary. :Ind Yugoslavia. 
Although
 Lambert's
 team didn't 
play either of the top three teams 
last
 summet, he went down to the 




 the three Euro-
pean
 powers. 











 have too 
much  of 
a 
chance.  but I think we definitely 




Lambert coached at Await 
High  
in Mountain View
 before moving 













































SPORTS  1967-68  
Coach Yosh 
Uchida




Hampton,  middle, and
 Allan Jones the
 
proper 
way to throw 
an opponent. 









a goal in SJS  





 won the WCAC







(middle  left), 








 The SJS 
junior
 took top 
honors  in the 
WCAC  singles
 and double
 play. He 
also won the
 San Jose 
All







 and ASB 
president 
Dick
 Miner are 
shown dis-
cussing 









will  pay for 
themselves 
once 
installed. Jack l ikins (middle 
right) goes for a goal in the 
Spartans game against 
Long 
Beach. 





































































Family  flan, Mili-
tary. 
Student
 fate, Plus lu. 
MEET 








build thr largest 
and  most t   
piety
 dating scraicc in the Bay 
tree., 
is 110* accepting applicants 
at 110 charge. For 
brochure and 
questionnaire. as rill.: 
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Phi  Epsilon 
with  801. 
The 1046
 points by 
Mc
 and Them 
represents one of the
 highest totals 
ever recorded at SJS by an inde-
pendent
 team. 
ATO solidified its first 
place 
position by taking the runner-up 
fastpitch trophy behind Hoop Club. 




 tough, coming from a 
4-1 
deficit to take 
the championship 
by a 7-4 score. 
A bases
 loaded triple by Bobby
 
South in the fourth inning sparked 
the go ahead rally. The teams 




 3 seiies. 
SJS basket bailer Robin Duran of 
Hoop  Club was voted the out -
.c oiling fastpiteh performer. 
Other
 members of the all-star
 
squad are 
infielders  South, Star, 
Jorgenson  of ATO, 
Terry
 Tacilork 
of Grass Menagerie, 
and  Bill Spen-
ser of Me 
and Thum. 
Besides Duran,
 outfielders namerl 
were
 Bill Hoffman of 
Sigma  Nll 




Pitchers  Doug 
Kincaid
 of Hoop 
Club and John 
Riggle
 of Mozart, 
round
 out the squad. 
We sers tha
















 Close to 








Reserve  1 our 
Ipartment  fm 















LOUIS  BELLSON  drummer 
S.J. 
CIVIC  AUDITORIUM 8:30 
P.M. 
SATURDAY  JUNE 8 
TICKETS 
2.50, 3.00, and 5.00 at 
Wendell Watkins Reservations 296-7866 or 293-6252 
OR 
























7.75 x 14 
(7.50x 14) 
7.75  x 15 (6.70
 x 15) 
7.00  x 13 
LARGER  
SIZES 




 6.50 x 13 
6.95 x 
14
 (6.50 x 14) 












 size now and Go 
Goodyear
 









that comes on our 





















Lee  i; t 
Invited To Join 
Danforth 
Program 













September  1. 
The 
couple
 will  
pal
 ticipate in 
the 
program lor
 :1 two-year term, 
with 
probable 















I). Clark ested in the college,
 who as sill-
innounced  this week the formation 
lens
 
of this valley 






 110 business. 
peculiar stake
 in this 
institution."  
!said  Pres. Clark.












will  be to 
serve  as a 
series of 
forces, 























will  meet 












 Council will 
serve 
as an advisory 


































 chairman of the 
bet's and
 HMI* 
M.IVist  at  
' .,11S 
committee.  
colleges  and 
universities 
want
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ADD $1.00 FOR 





















 HEATED POOL 
4,









11th - 287-1843 
AA -SPARTAN 
DAILY  






















FREE WITH THIS COUPON 
I PAIR PANTS, 



































discrimination  on 
the basis of 
ace.
 color, 
































































'1 you have 
any of these
 fears, 
Miss Phillips at 
327-8340.   
WOULD
























"ELEANOR'S DISCOUNT FASHIONS 
OF 
LOS  GATOS" 
Excens'ye,  high
-quality  new & used 
& 







Save up to $200 
on
 your 
B -me a safer, 
more  pro. 
Link at Low cost. 
e 
disc. All inq. invited: 
GOT  THE 
END.ot.semester-no
 money-
' S. artan Bookstore




 high money  for used 
plus
 a 10°' bonus 
during  finals. 
LEBRATE
 THE END 
of finals. Boat-
, - Delta.
 Inquire 6/or sign up for 
r3 at 
598 S. 9th. 
#6.  
RATE 
YOUR  DATE WITH A 
clean  car. 
1 :  JR 
s Coin -op Auto 
Wash.  732 
5," First 
Street.  
WANTED  WOMAN'S 3
-speed
 bike. Call 
I NEED ADVISE? 
DISCOURAGED?  24 





 M ; a this
 summer. around 
































 BUSINESS 364 days 



















Ord,  400 seats 
left in 
the Summer 
Classes  in San Jose.
 













HONDA '68 Model 95I25  Run 298 
miles.  Like 
new.
 $375, 
294-10811.   
'63 VESPA 150. 
Immaculate.  Low mile: 
age. 
$195.  259-0331.  
FOR SALE - Yamaha 250cc. 1964. 
Equipped for trail + all orig. street 
equip 5275/offer. 297.9992.  
'62
 SPRITE - Clean, hard & soft tops. 
Maris, 
R/H. Tonneau. $700. 286.3606. 
NEW 
TIRES.

















R/H,  OD, 2 




4-dr.  Air cond., mechanic -
New seat covers. $525. Dr. 
Psych. 





 tires, re. 
dro. 3.speed,
 moving, must sell. 
$100.  








 293.1233 between 
10.11:30 
P.m. 




 Call 297-5691 























Must sell by 








 HEARSE. 353 
erg.  Auto. 











 (Natan)  
62 VALIANT SIGNET  200. 
Auto.  trans. 
1, /I steer. New tires,  bucket seats. 
Hrdtop.
 $275.




 4 -sod. 
win. 
draws. 





5212,   
'59 VOLVO. Needs








Leaving  for Europe.
 
Many extras. $1875. 
Call 
287.6852.   
'60
 MGA 1600.
 Black. Good 
int. New 




287.6852 eves.  
ORIG.
 OWNER SELLING  59 
V  
Choy.  






Call  266.5835.  
'64 OLDS JET STAR I. Good body but 














59 HEALEY,  w/wire 
wheels & 
Koni 
1  1 ape. 





sear s.,, tape & 
radio. New tires. 
Wrde tires 




SALE  131 
10' SAILBOAT 
w/trailer  & acess. Best 
offer  o'er $275. See to 
appreciate. Ph. 
286-3606.   
ELAN METAL SKIIS, 
Super  GSL, 205cm. 
Nevada GP Bindings.
 Bottoms & edges 
like 
new.
 $85, Call 
Jim  
after





 & CLYDE Era 
genuine  
leather, suede & fur 
coats  & jackets. 
$5-15. 
Reggy's
 Imports, 159 
Columbus 
Ave. corner Pacific Ave. S. 
F. 981-5176. 
Open every day 1 
p.m. -7 p.m. The 
grooviest store in the world! 
MAGNAVOX PORT. STEREO. Truly exc. 
cond. $60, cleaned and new 
diamond  
stylus. Call 296-8340.  
"IS 
THERE  INTELLIGENT 1 if 
e o n 
Earth?"  
25c 
buys  this protest 
button  
or any of our 600 
other  titles. Free 
list! 
AIRES, Box 666S0. 
Aptos,
 Cal. 95003.  
AUSTIN 
HEALY  
SPOKE  wheels. $10. 
735/15 tires. $10. Knight FM Stereo 
Tuner. $20.
  294-9556.  









STEINWAY  Mod. K. 
Upright
 & 
Ebony. Perf,  cond.
 inside & out. Ideal 
for 
student,
 classroom or residence
 hall. 
Price, $600 (appraised
 at $800) 782-
3088, Heyward.  
PORTABLE STEREO G. 







portable  TV. 244.7893,   
GRADUATING!
 MUST sell 
Zenith  con-
sole stereo. $65. Dave,
 297-0783.  
HANSEN 
HUSTLER SURFBOARD. 10 
ft. Won in contest - can't use. $130. 
Call Jean, 298.5708. 
SCUBA TANK, 




all  U.S. divers. Purchased 
this year.
 $150. 295.5294. 
Must
 sell by 
June 15th.  
25 WATT HEATH Kit 
mono  amp. $30. 
Call
 Alan at 
297.9733.
  
































avail., 8 a.m..5 
p.m.,  Mon..Fri. Type 
50 
wrds./min.  minimum. Some previous 
office
 exp. net. Apply at Placement Cen-
ter, 
Admin. bldg. 234.  
GIRLS-GIRLS. 
Must




ian Motif. 331 Hacienda, corner Win-
chester. 





 & Thurs. May 
30.31. Starting 9 a.m.  
PROF'S








like children, be 





252.3801.   
SUMMER JOBS
 Bay Area, Call 365. 









to its recent 
announcement
 of entry 
into 
Mutual Funds is 
offering  a career
 
opportunity





If you are bet. 
ages 22-
45, have a 
pleasing




















 Call or 
write the John 
Hancock 
Life Insurance 
Co.,  1605 The 
Alameda,  
P. 0. Boa 4671, 




 may be 
arranged.
 An Equal 




 ARTIST,  
entertainment 
groups can audition at 
Mn,
 








 looking for a 
summer  job 
w/flexible
 hrs. & good pay. 




No exp. nec. $2/hr.
 sal. 
to start. Call 





Meet  girls. Have fun. 
Trip 














Montgomery St., San 
Jose. 9-11 a.m. 
297-4228.
 Mr. Elliott.  
GIRLS
 - WE 
ARE  now 
interviewing  
June
 grads, who 




advancement,  a 
start.
 
inq annual wage of $5440 and 30 days 
paid 
vacation
 per year. United States 
Air Force,





NEEDED  for summer ses-
sion,
 







ROOMMATE  WANTED: 
$55/mo. 
1-bdrm. dupier. 
Walk  to campus. 121 
61. 10th. Chuck, 294-5835. 6-10 
p.m.  
HOUSE, LARGE, 
lovely,  4 bdrms. Beau-
tifully furnished. Accommodates 6. Close 
to campus. Garage
 & other off street 
parking.




 Well furnished. 
Cozy  & 
sunny.  
Garage.




 furnished. 4 bdrms.
 12th 
St. 




 15th.  $195/mo. 
Phone 252-4247.  
PROFESSOR & WIFE 







mers. Prefer woodsy area. 
Write  R. 
Coburn, Philosophy Dept., Univ. of Chi-
cago, 
Chicago,
 60637.  
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Age 







 377-8915 after 5 p.m.  
BERKELEY 2 bdrm. furn. apt. 3 
blks. So. 
campus. Garage,  laundry, summer rates 
avail. Write or call P. Wan, 2741 
Dwight Wy., Berk. 843-0608.  
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Royal 
Lanai Apts. $42.50/mo. Phone 251-4761. 
APT. TO SUBLET for 
summer.
 $45/mo. 
2 rms., kitchen, sink, stove, refrig., show-
er. 
Off  street parking.
 380 N. 4th. *2. 
286.9252,
 Rick.  
1
 
to 3 LIBERAL GIRLS WANTED for 2 
bdrm. 
apt. 2 blocks 
from campus. Util, 
od/286.2654  
after 4 p.m. Kathi.  
SUMMER RATES. ROOMS with kitchen 
priv. for male students. 86 S. 12th. 298-
7392.   
NEED MALE ROOMMATE for summer. 
$35/mo. 340 S. 10th. #5. 298-0329. Den. 
MOTHER 
OLSEN'S
 BOARDING HOUSE 
Best 
food
 in town. Linen & Maid Service. 
Kit. & 
Lndry.  fac. 2 
locations.  122 
N 8th, 
237 E. San 
Fernando.




















JU51  rS5 YOU  LEFT ft 
WANTED: 
STUDIO  APT. 
beginnin 
June. 
Call Susie. 298-4828 
between
 8 a 
12 a.m. & after 7 p.m.  
APTS. FOR GIRLS
 AT summer rates. 3 
& 4 bedrm. Close to campus. 
399 S. 
12th. Call after 5 p.m. 297.4835.
  
WANTED: RM. IN NEAT old house w/ 
liberal 





294-6019  after 7 & before 
10 p.m. 
GIRL 










NEED  LIVELY 
ROOMMATE 
this sun,. 
mar. 3 bdrm. 
apt.  w/pool, $35/mo. 
Call 
Steve  at 287.0927 or 
560 S. 10th #t  
SUMMER  RATES 
2 & 3 
bdrm. Furn, 






 4th,  
FEMALE 
ROOMMATE
 WANTED.  
0...,.,
 






 Summer. maybe 
Fall.   
FEMALE 
ROOMMATE  



















&SenioT. Seniors  
pref.  Avail. June 
15th. Newly 
decorated  house.



















490 Spring St. #3. 
San Jose. Married 
student.
 
I BDRM. APT. 
$82/mo.
 includes PG&E, 
avail.  from 6/3/68 
to 9/3/68
 65 S. 9th. 
#2. 
295.4182.   




 Apts, Phone 
259.6363  pref. 
senior  or over 





Summer  8, Fall. I & 2 bcfm.
 
apts. Furn.









mer, maybe Fall. 
$42.50 if 
















































































& Tan. 40 
S. 7th on 
May 31. 1968. Re. 
ward!








27th  on 
7th St. 
$5 re. 
































































































































 1924 Harris 
Ave. Call 371-0395 
San
 





































 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.  
FAST & ACCURATE 
typing. Gemini 
Secretarial.
 Reasonable rates. 266-12914 
EXPERIENCED typist: Thesis & 
papers. East San Jose, 258-4335.  
FREELANCE PHOTOGRAPHY for any 
photographic need.
 Superior
 quality el 
reasonable  prices. Call 
Richard G. 
Kelso. 
296-7992,   
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE IS now buying 
back used textbooks. 50%
 returned 
on 
books used next semester, plus 
a 10% 
bonus during finals.  
TYPING IN MY home.
 Neat, accurate. 




able. 292.4590 after 5 p.m. 
TRANSPORTATION 191 
GIRL IN WHEELCHAIR needs ride to 






expenses. Francis Collins. 
287.6051.  
RIDE WANTED TO NEW York.
 Share 
expense.  
Arourd  June 
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Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
Twelve
 retiring SJS faculty 
members will be honored today at 
a noon luncheon in the Engineer-
ing Building Lounge. 
The faculty 
members, guests of Pres. Robert D. 
Clark, will receive service award 
certificates for 
outstanding  con-




Also  present at 
the  festivities 
will be Dr. 
David  Barry, dean of 
the  School of Natural








Moore,  dean of the 
School
 of Applied Sciences 
and 
Arts; Dr. Dudley 
Moorhead, dean 
of the School of Humanities and 
Arts. From 
the administration, Dr. 
Stanley Benz, dean of students; 
Dr. Hobert
 Burns, academic vice-
president; and Dr. William Dusel, 
executive vice 
president,  will at-
tend, along with President and 
Mrs. 
Clark. 





fessor of home economics, retires 
this semi -stet. utter (2..411'4
 to SJS 
in 1944. She plans to travel for 
four months, visiting
 the British 
Isles, Norway, Italy and possibly 
Sardinia and Corsica.  Prof. Bolton 
specializes in 
child development. 
She plans to do field work follow-
ing her retirement. Prof. Bolton 
obtained her A.B. in 1948 from 
Mather Training College in Man-
chester, England, and her M.A. in 
1954 from 
Mills College. 
Dr. H. Murray Clark, professor 
of chemistry, retires after
 31 years 
at SJS. Due to illness, Prof. Clark 
has been on leave for over a year. 
He received 
his B.S. degree 
in
 
1936 and his Ph.D. in 1940 from 




sor of journalism, is honored 
for 
16 
years  of teaching SJS' pub-
lic telations curriculum. "I 
am not 
retiring,
 except from the faculty," 
Davies reports. He will devote 
more time to his public relations 
consultant firm, PRaxis. A com-
bination business and pleasure trip 
will take him to Southern Cali-
fornia this summer. 
Since Davies came to SJS in 
1952, he reports










 the best 
students 











recent campus demonstrations 
because they are 









 came to 
SJS in 
January
 1950, She is 
leav-
ing to write and 
work on psycho-
logical 
motivation  projects 
that 
she began while on 
research grant 
work. Dr. Dement
 plans to do a 
25 year 
follow-up study
 on the 
Stanford Class







 adult community 
in the Carmel Valley
 "that is con-
ducive to creativity." 
"The college has 
changed in 





tion of 1950 and 
the quality of 
students
 is higher. SJS is much 
less a party school
 than it was a 
decade ago; 
the atmosphere is 
more





A.B. in 1922, 
MA.  in 1923 and her 
Ph.D. in 1950 from Stanford Uni-
versity.
 
Dr. (-Lace Forbes, professor of 
health and hygiene, plans to travel 
in the fall and finish writing proj-
ects. Here 13 years, Dr. Forbes has 
no complaints about her students 
and has enjoyed  the last 
few years 
of teaching at SJS. She received 
her A.B. in 1920, A.M. in 1921 from 
Oberlin College
 and her Ph.D. in 
1928 from Columbia University, 
PHYSICS PROF 
Dr. Ernest Greene, professor
 of 
physics, has been 
at SJS  since 
1927. In June, Greene will be mov-
ing up to a recently 
built  cabin at 
Washington Sound. The relaxed 
atmosphere will 
allow  boating, 
fishing and camping. 
Dr. 
Greene
 feels that 
while  SJS 
has grown 
tremendously  with new 
departments,
 courses and 
facili-
ties, it has resulted
 in student 
alienation and de -personalization. 
"It is very sad, because students 
and faculty used to consider each 
other as human 
beings,"  Greene 
commented.  A 1927 A.B. graduate 
from SJS, he earned his A.M.
 in 






DR. ROBERT D. CLARK 
President 
San 
Jose State College 
On behalf
 of the faculty. 
administration_
 and staff of 
San 
Jose State College. I ex-
tend greetings and felicitations 
to the members of 
the  June 
graduating class of 1968. 
Call it the 
chance  of fate or 




ticipating adults at a time of 
social foment and 
change. It 
is our hope as educators that 
your experiences in the aca-
demic world have given you a 
secure sense of self, of pur-
pose.
 commitment, and of the 
degree of intellectual accom-
plishment which makes the 
creative and adaptable
 citi-
zen so urgently needed today 










climaxed  by pomp 
and circumstance  
and a vinyl 
sheepskin
 would open the 
door 
to the hallway of 
success.  
I extend belated 
condolences.  





both in and 
out  of class. and 
who 
walked  the streets to reg-
ister voters, then
 your job is 
just beginning;
 for one hun-
dred and 
fifty  million Ameri-
can "Neros" 
are idly tuning 





 ripe for 
burning.  The 
hour
 is getting late and 
good  


























Staff  Writer 
Dr. Leland
 John Haworth, direc-












 14, at 6:30 
p.m. in Spartan Stadium. 
More than 3,000 
students  will re-




of the foundation 
since 
1963, Dr. Haworth was previously
 
the 
Commissioner  of the Atomic 
Energy 
Commission.  
He received both 
his A.B. and 
A.M. degrees 
from the University 
of Indiana 
and was awarded his 






An instructor in 
physics at the 
University of 
Wisconsin from 1930 
to 1937, he 








Dr.  Haworth 
then  joined 
the staff of 
the  University of Illi-
nois but took 
a leave from there 
to 
serve at the M.I.T. 
Radiation 
Laboratory from
 1941 to 1946, 
He became 
director




In 1948 and in 
1960
 became presi-









Inc., while continuing as labora-
tory director. 
Dr. Haworth was 
a member of 
the 
Board of Directors





ies from 1959 to 
1961. 
A 
member  of the 
President's 
Committee  on 
Manpower 
and  a 
consultant









































 a school 
for de-
cathlon  athletes is 
the hope of SJS 
pole-vault
 star Chris Papanicolaou. 
Papanicolaou's 
immediate  plans are 
to return 
to his home in Greece
 to 
teach and to 




The trackman says 
there is a 





 high schools in the
 
United States
 have better athletic 
facilities 
than the University (Ath-
ens,. 
This is why I'd like to 
start 
a professional school
 for athletes 
like
 the school already established 
in 
Germany  where promising tal-
ent is coached 
and trained." 
Jila 
Sazegar is receiving her BA. 
in 
journalism;
 she has 
written pro-
fessionally for Women's Magazine
 
of
 Iran since she won a writing 
contest the magazine 
sponsored 
when she was going to high school. 
Miss Sazegar says her long am-
bition is to write a "plain talking,
 
fictional novel with emphasis on 
thought 












 at Tehran 
Uni-
versity in 
Iran's  capital 
city,  urged 
Miss 
Sazegar
 to attend 
SJS after 
she had 
completed  the brief two-
year journalism
 program the law
 
school was offering
 at the time. 
Plans to continue
 writing for 
Women's Magazine
 and possibly 
teaching at the university, which 
has since 
expanded  its journalism 
program, 
will  occupy Miss Sazegar 
when  she arrives at home. Site has 
been a staff writer for 
Sparta  Life 
and the alumni magazines while at-
tending SJS. 
"I already have
 my ticket for 
West Africa,"
 chimes meteorology 
major 






 he has a four-year con-
tract with his government, who has 
paid his tuition to work for the 





Diallo says that the students are 
rebuilding his country through na-
tional service. When his contract 
expires he says he will work for
 his 
master's





 Dr. Ha -
h also represents 
the it/uncia-
1, at on 
the Federal Council for 
science and 
Technology  and the 
Defense  Science Board 
of the De-
partment
 of Defense. 
In addition, he also represents 
the Federal 
Council  on the Arts 
and 
liumanities
 as well as the Na-








Dr. Hawca-th is the
 author of 
several chapters of the M.I.T. 
Ra-
diation 
Laboratory  Technical Se-
ries and has written numerous sci-
entific papers. 
Scientific specialties 
in which he has 
worked  include the 
surface structure of metals, 
sec-
ondary electron
 emission, low tem-
perature research, nuclear 
physics,  
high 
energy  physics, high energy 
accelerators
 and electronics. 
Aside from these 
activities,  Dr. 





National Academy of Sciences, 
Cosmos Club, Sigma XI, Gamma 
Alpha, Phi Beta 
Kappa  and Lamb-
da Chi Alpha. 
He is married to the former 
Irene Benik, and they reside in 
Arlington, Virginia, Dr. 
Haworth 
two children by his marriage to 
the late Barbara Mottier: Barbara 








Of Senior Catalog 
SJS seniors in the future will re-
ceive a statistical catalog from 
former
 SJS grads explaining the 
why and how of your major, minor, 
and occupation
 open in the busi-
ness world. 
The Student Personnel Office 
will 
compile
 such a booklet. Dr. 
Robert B. Clarke, associate pro-
fessor of student personnel, is dis-
tributing senior questionnaires this 
semester to start the program. The 
survey is co -sponsored by the Po-
litical Science Department
 and Pi 
Sigma Alpha, political science hon-
orary  society. 
Six 
departments   
psychologY,
 
sociology and anthropology, 
busi-
ness, biological science, industrial 
arts and poltical 
science 
are in-
itially participating this semester. 
The two 
main
 purposes of this 
questionnaire, said Dr. Clarke, are 
to obtain department feedback to 
reevaluate curriculum and receive 
summary data for students to de-


















his  or her support to 
housing  and 
businesses
 that are 
discriminatory  when 
they
 should be doing their 
part
 by not tol-
erating racial inequality
 anywhere," said J. 
Benton White, as 
he
 summed up his year 
as the first SJS ombudsman. 
"We as Whites should make 
ourselves
 
aware of what is going on in the 
minority
 
communities and find out how the minority 
students experience life," 
he continued. 
J. Benton White is leaving 
the ombuds-
man posit ion at 
SJS at the end of this 
term
 
to return to his duties as campus minister 
at the Wesley Foundation, 441 S. 
10th  St. 
White has held 
the  post since it was cre-
ated 
in 
September  by SJS 
President
 Robert 
Clark. His job has been to "aggressively 










Among his many duties,  
White  has been 
working with the Economic Opportunity 
Program
 (EOP), the Upward Bound pro-
posal, 











"Students tend to feel that they as indi-
viduals are  not responsible for what is hap-
pening. They 
blame past 
generations  for 
racial strife and all of our other problems," 




"But these problems 
exist  because we 
tolerate
 
them. We frequent 
businesses
 that 













 he said. 
Benton 








of Nebraska. By vocation
 
he is a 
Meth-
odist 
minister  who specializes in working 
with college students. 
This summer White
 plans to attend the 
Pacific Lutheran 
Theological Seminary in 
Berkeley to 
complete  work for 




urged  all students
 
to 
"find out how 
minority students 
experience life," 
and  said 
that they
 should make 
themselves  aware of 
the 
problems especially
 by reading the 
Ker-
ner report this summer. 
"I
 get a little
 impatient
 with the 
predic-
tions for 
a long hot 









 for the 
worst,
 if a.s 
much time, money and energy 
were spent 
working  on the racial
 problems as are 
spent  
for
 police arms and tanks, then 
the  prob-
lems
 might not develop. 
"But
 statements by such people as Mayor 
Daley of Chicago don't 
give  us much hope," 
































 married and has 
two  young 
sons,  6 and 
3.
 1k was 
born
 and 
brought  up 
in Alabama,
 received 
his  degree 
in 
general  
business  from 
the 






























































In the Whites. The 
Blacks
 








They feel that the person
 who does care 
and the 
person  they can depend
 upon is 
their 
own  Black brother. 
"The
 majority of the 
White  public be-
lieves 
in non-involvement
 and this 
has 
driven the Blacks
 to believe that 
they can 
only 





The California State 
College Board of 
Trustees recently
 recommended
 that the 
ombudsman
 position be 
created
 in all of the 
18 state colleges after




"I think the 
position  has proved 
itself,"  
comments
 White. "There have 
been some 
mistakes
 made, hut 
the  same ones 
won't  
be 









approaches to basic campus 
concerns
 that























a self re-evaluation. 
Changes  
have  been made in the 
advertising policies 









partially  funded by Student
 Council, 
and 
communication  has been facilitated. 




 the housing prob-
lem for 
minority
 students in 
advance so 
that 




 as they have
 in the 
past, 
"I'm now 
trying  to find 
some funds to 
reserve
 some space  
for some of 




"There  is a sense 





 but it 












Benton  White, student 
Ken 
Jones,  and 
Rev.  Roy 
Hock,  Lutheran 
Campus 
minister. The 









less of race, creed, 
or 






and is brown, 
black,
 
white and yellow in color. 
White  is leaving 
the  ombudsman position this
 
summer 
to devote full time to his campus
 min-
ister duties
 at the Wesley Foundation
 on 10th 
St. He has held the ombudsman
 position since 
his 
appointment  to the post 
by SJS President 
Robert Clark. 
The  California State College 
Board of Trustees recently recommended that 
the ombudsman position be created 
at
 all state 
colleges 
after White's historical
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 of :let -
that semester. The Spartan Book-
store gets
 a sheet, California 
Books and 
Robert's  Bookstore each 
receive
 a sheet, and the 
Instructor
 
receives one. This 
plan  has been 
worked out to replace the 
helter-
skelter
 arrangement of previous
 
years, where 
flO one was sure what 
books were being 
ordered by 
whom. This plan, 
according  to 
Harry 
Wineroth,  manager of 
the  
Spartan Bookstore,
 makes sure 
there are 








The  bookstore 










which  are 
going  to be 
used 











back  for 




























will  be 
used
 again 
r will be 










mester, a 10 






























 we have 
no control 
over  this. 
The 
policy  for 
used
 books is 
basic-
ally  



















WITH ASB CARD 
Art Cleaners 

























































FAIR and SAN 
ANTONIO 
CENTER  
Pr: to by 
Larry 
Jar,  ; 
RADAR  
SCEEN  on 
top  of 
Duncan






















































 editor in 
the 
April




Duncan  Hall, 
























fascinated  the 

















of it is 






we have had 
an amazing 
amount




"Part of the 










Dr.  Miller 
also 
quipped,  "They've




 I and 
for what 
reason I 




 in the way!"
 
Dr.  Miller did say 
after 10 years 
i of waiting 








department  is 




















Miller said of the 
other  major ad-
dition,  an observatory,
 "It's im-
portant, especially for our majors 
and graduate students." 
Dr.  Miller also 
said after 10 
years in trying for the new build-
ing, named for the late Dean of 
Natural 
Science, Carl S. Duncan, 
that all the 
space  already is taken, 
because
 the state only relies on 
what is needed at the time,
 mean-




to cost an estimated
 $6.2 
million  will be added to the 
present
 




lion estimated project includes
 a 
lawn






Dean Burton stated construction
 
new 
wing  which will 
be used 
main-
ly for biology classes. 
Dean Burton also gave a look to 
future additions




The dean said San 
Carlos  Street 
will be 
depressed and 
connected  to 
both 
sides  









 will be 







future,  the old 
science
 
building will be torn down and its 
site 












will begin when the 
working  draw- F 





Works Board, then sent out to bid. 
The 
Dean 
said  all this will 
take  
to September 1968, with construc-
tion lasting 
two years. 
The wing will include a two-story 
















































approach  are 
painfully  
similar
 to those 
used 
by
 real -life 
students. 
Someone 



























(she  counts 




Eighty-three to go. 
SCHROEDER
 
The name of the 
book about which 
This 
book
 report is 
about  is 
(Reprinted by 
permission  of Charles Schultz 
from 
"You're
 A Good Man, 
Charlie Brown," 
a Random
 House play based on the 
comic 
strip "Peanuts" by Charles Schultz. 
Music,  
lyrics and adaptation by Clark Gasser. 
Copyright  1967.) 
"Peter Rabbit," which is about this 
Rabbit
 ... 
It reminded me of Robin Hood. 
And the part where 
Little John jumped 
from the 
rock  
To the Sheriff of Nottingham's
 back, 
And then Robin and 





 From School 
In a sudden 
surprise
 attack. 
And  they 
captures
 the Sheriff 
and  all of 
his goods, 
And they carried
 him back to their 
camp 
in the woods, 
And the Sheriff
 was guest at dinner
 and  all, 
But he wriggled away 
and he sounded 
the call, 
And his men rushed in and 
arrows  flew --





In examining a work 
such  as "Peter 
Rabbit," it is 
important that the 
superficial  
characteristics of its deceptively
 simple plot 
should 
not  be. allowed to blind the reader to 
the more substantial fabric 
of
 its deeper 
motivations. In this report I plan to discuss
 
the sociological
 implications of family pres-
sures so 
great as to drive an 
otherwise 
moral rabbit to perform acts of thievery 
which he consciously knew were 
against 
the law. I also hope to explore the per-
sonality of Mr. 
MacGregor
 in his conflicting 
roles as farmer 
and  humanitarian. Peter 
Rabbit is established
 from the start as a 
benevolent hero and it is 
only  with the in-
crease of 
social
 pressure that the seams in 
his moral fabric . 
CHARLIE 
BROWN  
If I start writing now 
When
 I'm not really 
rested  
It could upset 
my
 thinking 
Which is not good at all. 
I'll get a 
fresh  start tomorrow
 




So I'll have all of Tuesday 
Unless
 something should happen  
I should be 
outside
 playing, 
Getting fresh air and sunshine, 
I work best under pressure 
And there'll be lots of pressure 
If 





Not to mention the extreme pressure 
exerted on him by his deeply rooted sibling 
rivalry with 












And they were very, very, very, very, 













CHARLIE BROWN (beginning to write) 








poor old Charlie Brown? Doesn't 
loud -mouthed Lucy 
remind  you of 
someone you
 know? There's a 
little bit of the 
"Peanuts" per-
sonality 
in everybody. Cartoonist 
Charles Schulz would have 
no dif-
ficulty 
recruiting  a new cast of 
characters if he visited SJS. 
Charlie Browns 
are easily recog-
nizable as those poor 
souls  who 
have to find a parking space five 
minutes
 before their next class, or 
the people found at the end of the 
last





Lucys are the 
girls you date once 
and only 
once. They're the girls 
who slam doors in your face when 
you're laden down with books. 




 goal:" the football 
player
 
who predicts SJS will go unde-
feated, the new student represent-
ative who believes "ASB govern-
ment can work," and the glassy -
eyed Spartan 
Daily writer who 
feels 
there's room for one more 
Herb Caen. He's 
the miniature 
concert pianist, and dreams,
 like 
us
 all, that someday 
he'll reach 
the 
big  time. And then there's 
Snoopy. Most people will 
agree  
that he's the 
favorite  of Schultz's 
"family." He's a dreamer, 
too. 
Maybe the fact that he 
is
 a dog 









 some of us 




It doesn't seem 
quite fair. Why 














 Staff Writer 
In the face of recent
 selective 
service  step-up of draft procedures 
BOOK SALE! 















TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE 
Stesens CrecL 
Wini.lieior 
OPEN EVENING i 8, 
SUNDAY 
for college  graduates, logic has it 
that draft -dodging should be the 
prime concern of all eligible diplo-
ma 
candidates.  
However, according to SJS grad-
uating seniors, it doesn't neces-
sarily have to be. 
Despite




ments unless medical or dental in 
nature, a recent survey here re-
vealed 
that graduating draft eli-
gibles, comprising Hershey's No. 
one group for 




concerned,"  says one 











































 my summer first, 
then wait to see 
what September 
brings when









 shortly after graduation 
until who knows when. 
One  anx-
ious graduate said,
 "I'm going to 
Europe 
in




permanently.  I don't 
think I have 
too much to 
worry  





Another student will 
work for 
Vista in 
Chicago,  which automatic-
ally grants an 
extended year's de-
ferment.
 "I'm not going
 to worry 
about the service 
until the time 
actually 
comes.  And, for me 
that's 








he's waiting for Kennedy 
to become 
president
 so Vista will 




graduates  know in 
common is that it is 
up to each 
individual 
traft  board to determine 
classification and reclassification.
 
"They're not going to take all of 
us, you know," 
says
 one overly -
confident student. "I just hope the 
local draft fills its quota before 
they 




 only two 
dissenters stood out in the crowd. 
One, of course requesting anony-
mity, exclaimed, "they'll
 have to 
drag me." 
The 
other  laid claim to con-
scientious objection, stating, "I put 
my letter in two years before a I 
this 







Its penetrating light, its 
 all
-seeing eye, takes you 
right to the heart of your 
diamond...a thrilling expe-
rience...but more than that, 
















AVM/ULAN GEM 00(TY 
625













me honest in 
my convi(-
tions, I guess." 
There  are 
still,




























 now I'd 
rather
 





























































































































































































































































































  With 
summer





the nation are beginning to wonder what type of 
bathing
 
suit  to 
purchase
 
for  all those
 enjoyable days ahead at the 
beach.
 Sheri Hall, freshman, models two new suits for the 
fashion  
minded coed this year. 
Photo  left, Miss Hall models the new 
cut -a
-way
 back bathing suit. 
The suit combines all 
the summer 
Fashion
 Coordination by 
Rhyse Davis
 
-Fashion  Photography by 
Doug  Menard 
Fashions courtesy of Stuart's 
colors,
 red, 
green,  pink, yellow 
and white. Approximate 
price  
is $16. Photo 
right,
 Miss Hall  









semble  includes, a bikini
 suit, a beach cover up 
and a beach hat. 
Each 
may  be purchased 
separate
 or as an ensemble.
 Total price 






























State  College 
Professors  (ACSCP) 
and the American 




likely that, many of 
our 
most  able professors are in-
cluded in this mass exodus," the 
committee 
further  stated. 
Reasons cited in the 
committee
 
report are large teaching loads 




leaving  for just those reas-
Aspiring
 
Student  Authors 
Use 






 have a habit 
of
 personalizing 
their  text books 
and SJS students 
are  no exception. 
Just look through used 
books  at the bookstore and you're bound to 
find countless
 names, addresses and phone numbers (get out 
your  
little black hooks, boys:, 
itemized
 shopping lists, coffee stains 
and  
what 
have  you. 
Some students believe in leaving the successive owner of the brxik 








want to get involved." 
Then there is the student historian who delights in recording
 
major contemporary events, "Suzy Creamcheeze 
choked!"  (?) 
And of course there is always the student who hopes to save 
future 
generations
 from the mistake he made 




But equal time must be given 
the  student who has more feeling 
for his text and is a bit touched (only a bit, mind you) when the 










student, in fact, may be so touched that he would be inspired 
to write: 

















You've countless lines within 
From beginning to end
 you've 
got 
the  stuff 
That has 
made men wise, 
And the names and numbers 




found  you long ago 
A 




the  form  a greensheet
 
Had 
caused  our paths to cross. 
I struggled 
through




were  sweet 
and 
pure, 
Last night I finished the intro; 






You've very much ahead, 
I'll wake with you
 in the morning 




cover  to cover
 I'll read 
you 
(That I had 
done it before), 




So I must tackle the chore. 







Please pray that, on the test day 
I'll remember what I've learned 
Then, at last you will 
be
 done 
And thereafter we must part, 
So I'll epitaph your very last 
page 
From  the bottom of my heart: 
Fair book, you 
served
 me well 
But 
never  very 
much, 
I fear you've 
got some pages 
That 










Let's hope that 










Although  Grady 
made
 his de -
professor of English. 
vision
 to leave 





Grady, who  obtained
 his M.A. in 
hers might like 
to get out while 
1963 from the University of Sou -
the getting
 is good, Grady
 does 
them California and is currently 
agree 
that
 the end result of po-
a doctoral  






University.  has resigned 
from the could be 
"thought  control." 
SJS faculty. 
"The teaching
 load is at best 
tir-
 Sacramento they 
viqn attempt to 
ing and worst 




teach four classes is 
into t.aining schools 
rather than 
in 
itself a full week's 
work
 (a 45- places for 
intellectual develop
-
hour work week 
according to the ment,"
 Grady commented. 
present Faculty Staffing Formula) 




ulty members are expected to 
be
 
Gresradeayr.ching and writing for publi-
cation in order to advance," said 
Grady has had 
published or ac-
cepted for publication 
four 
books (three of them co-authored
 






"Before it happens 


























becomes a matter of 
seniority, not merit," 
he
 charged. 
Merrill Hugo, assistant 
professor 
of mechanical engineering retires 
after 12 






to tell what I am going to ciri7-1 
may travel to Canada or parts of 
California although I got 
it out of 
my 
system  a long time ago,"
 Hugo 
commented. "You 
never know from 
day 
to day what will 
happen."  
Prof Hugo will 
continue  to do 
engineering
 consultation. He 
feels 
students of the 
post -Korean War 
period  were 




























gauging  from 
1930  until 
1946, 
Hugo got 





















admiral,  True 
plans 















 plans a 
five -
weeks trip
 to Europe 
later.
 
"This  college has 










 in world 
affairs, 













 and got 









professor  of 
music,  leaves 
S.IS after 
teaching  









 the first 
course
 in opera 
wor 
kshop  in the 
"As long
 as conservatives










Betty  Lou Matthis,








homecoming  queens for 
the last four 
years. 
Other former SJS 
students have 
made their way
 into homes across 
the country 
through
 television. On 
one Sunday evening Thomas Truax
 
was 
making the news while 
the 

































Fund  for Excel-
lence in Education (FEE) drive 
and Alumni
 Association member-
ships provide the $35,000 annual 
operating
 budget
 which sponsors 
scholarship and research fellow-
ships, 
lalwiratory  grants, scholars -
in -residence, alumni activities, and 
library collections. Glassblower Er-
win Eisch and psychology 
protes-
tor Dr. Walter Plant visited the 
the GALERIA of 












(things to get or give) 
It FAST 



















































































 year on FEE 
grants. 
FEE 
meney will be 
used  to or-
ganize programs 
in the completed 




a drive last 
year  
and paid more than $3,000 for 
night lighting of 













 from Page 111) 















 Medium" in 
the first 
formal opera at 
SJS  in 1956. 
Prof.  
Thompson

























 in 1920, A.B.:
 


























































































author of a new 
chemistry  
text 
soon to be released. 
"When
 I first came 
here there 
were
















this,"  Williams commented. 
Dr.












instructing  at SJS, 
Dr.  Zoller 
has enjoyed his stay. 
SPECIALIZING IN THE REPAIR 
OF
 EUROPEAN -MADE CARS: 
PORSCHE, 
MERCEDES  AND VOLKSWAGEN. 
GARAGE EUROPA
 
850 LINCOLN AVENUE 
295-9082  
FOR A BRIGHT AND HAPPY FUTURE 
BEST OF 
LUCK



































































































the college and coun-
try as a new
























increa:es  and 
prop. 
budget tag. 
-When  Gilbaugh can go to thi-
legislature
 and get
 so much 
sup-
port for





 bodes  ill 



























































I court. He 
also  
is 





















































































































































 of 20 
officers. 
Also  the 
year got 





















































problems  at 
SJS




































WTI,  aimed 
at
 giving co'. 
,aJ
 











 site the 
problem.  
Making
 plans for 
enlarging 
-;partan  Stadium






because  of 
problems
 with the
 city of 
San  
.lose but




James  to dis-
,uss  the 
stadium
 in 
addition  to 
discussing  the 
streets
 around the 
cianpus,
 co-ordination






-.Minty of a joint 
cultural
 program 
with  the city 
of


















 Dick Miner cites 









 next two 
years. He 
feels 
confident  of 
the future 




































































































































































































behind  it in the 
elections this 
year, and 
a campaign has a 
reju-
venating 
quality.  "However," he 
declared, "if 
things are no better 
under the 
new leadership 
after  the 
elections I 


















 ,weep 1 country,  
, destroying our political system 
as 
iSe 
know it, a lot 
of
 middle of the 
ogadeis
 will begin 
to take sides." 
When  asked about his 
own  plans 
after graduation, 




how old do you have to be 
to run 








either  Harvard, 
Univer-
sity of Michigan,
 or the University 
of California and then to travel 
awile to "cover 
diplomatic events 
' from a 
critical
 and photographer's 
ipoint
 of view and 
then to 
return 
to a-college or 
university to teach." 
For the past two 
years  Dick has 
tx-en planning to 
travel
 to Europe 
"With my major 
it's important 
for
























 Some people  are 
born  i E. 








 a I, tempt.
 They 
arc  losers 





























tan be during the 
school
 How 
can you tell if you're a 
born  

















 way, if 
you don't recognize 
it al -
once the 
academic bell has 
ceased
 






 and sincerely. If 




you  score higher than 37, well ... 












Where do you town.' your sum -






list.  The 
only
 problem 
1. Th, Virgin Islanils 











3. At home 
















Why  do you spend it there? 
grads don't have  to 
face. 
Who  
1. I'm rich 












compelled  to 
work
 im- 
4. I'm that 
poor 
mediately  after they 
finish their 
5. I'm depraved 
schooling,
 whether 






 you work 
where? 












 have to 
return
 to this 
institu-
tion of higher learning 
for  another 
year, or two, 
or





 serves two 
functions: first, they 
are given a 
chance to recuperate
 from the pre-
vious semester, and 
secondly they 
can begin to bolster themselves
 for' 
the gruelling task
 of "sticking with 
the books for 





 trick to enjoying a sum-
mer vacation is 
simply to do the 
Are you
 kidding? 
2. I pull crab grass every 
third 
Thursday  







swimming to fish 
5. I'm a forest ranger in 
Fairbanks, Alaska 




1. No one else 
will take me 
2. It's close  to home 
3. 
It's  far 
away  from home 
4.
 It's near Vegas, stupid 






































F. What do 









4. The sun rises 
4. 
The  sun sets 
G. How often do 
you think alkali 
SJS?
1 When I'm on 
the john 
2. 
Almost  never 




I'm not on the 
john
 
H. Do you think vacation is neces-
sary, why? 
1. Yes . 
. . It's a rest 
and
 
it keeps me from cutting 
classes 
2. Yes 





as you can 
get  




4. No . it.'s a waste of 
time 
5. No ... I want to learn 
I. What is the 
first thing you'll 
do 














Its GARY  
BECKER  




true to life 
ad-
venture include: Worthal,
 the downtrodden stu-
dent; his nemesis Professor
 Snarl, who has a pen-
chant for giving exams;
 Louise, a voluptuous coed 
who distracts males 
from
 academic endeavors, and 
Dean Bellows, the administrator
 who
 is full 
of 
hot air. 
To knowledgeable collegians across the nation, 




Man on Campus." Stanford 
grad-
uate Dick Bibler is the 
creator  of this humerous 
approach to 
campus life. 
For 22 years, Bibler has 
been delighting college 
students with the zany
 antics of Worthal and 
Professor Snarf. 
"Little Mtn on Campus" 
came  
into existence while Bible!' was a student
 at the 
University
 of Kansas. 
As many as 350 
college
 newspapers and 150 high 
school publications 
subscribe  to the popular cam-
pus feature. 
Bibler,  who draws only 100 cartoons
 
BETWEEN 9th & 10th 
ON SANTA CLARA 
SAN JOSE 
HEALTH  CLUB 
413 E. Santa Clara St. 295-9910 
SPARTAN SHOPS
 THANK YOU FOR YOUR 
PATRONAGE
 THIS YEAR. WE HOPE THAT 
OUR








PLEASURABLE PURSUITS. THOSE 
OF 
YOU WHO 
WILL  BE HERE DURING 
THE  
SUMMER



















AGAIN  WE 
THANK 
YOU. 
a year as 
a sideline, teaches 
painting  and design at 
Monterey 
Peninsula  College. His 
cartooning  career 
began in 
Elkhart, Kansas, 
at the age of 12. 
On one
 occasion while 










 was watching him 
with interest. The 
boy 
finally
 asked him, 
"Are
 you an artist?"
 Bibler 
replied
 in the 
affirmative.  After 
a few more 
min-
utes had elapsed,






 a "C" on that 
one." 
It was at 







 and eyeing 
the coeds or 
was  it sipping 





 he gained 






 he did study









Since many of 
Bibler's cartoons 
deal








squarely.  He 
believes




 college life is  
so
 relevant that it 
should 
be included in a 
moderate  way so as 






































 those of 
us who are 
experts




















Enrollment  was 
137 
with the 




 15 men and 13 
women. 
Fields  
was the hotbed of radical 
behavior in the state of Illinois 
during the 1920s. Prohibition
 was 
openly  violated on the campus, lo-
cal police preferring to 
raid  the 
nearby speakeasy 
so they could 
arrest the pretty chorus girls. 
Then in the 
spring
 of 1924, dis-
aster 
struck.
 Elliot Ness, 
feared  




 Capone, came on cam-
pus to recruit 
students for his 
organization.
 
His first day on 
campus Ness 
was greeted 
by a small group of 
heckling  students who
 gathered 
around 
his  recruiting table. Ness 
ignored
 
the  shouts of 
"Ness,  Ness 
the fuzz pest"
 until he noticed one 
male student at the rear of the 




man  turned out to be 
Fields' undefeated  one-man 
la-
crosse 
team and the next day was 
the big game against W. C. Uni-
versity. After five 
hours of tear-
ful pleading by the athletic direc-




There followed 32 
days of riot-
ing. 
The ordeal proved to be too 
much for the president of the 
school, Claude Bradley. When 
Scout Troop 216 arrived to 
re-
capture the college a reporter who 
witnessed the emergence
 of Brad-
ley noted that he had a wild look 
in his eyes and 
kept mumbling 
something about, "I'll get even." 
Graduation day
 arrived and the 
28 
seniors,  their families and 
friends, chosen 
members  of the 
faculty,
 and the beleaguered presi-
dent, met in the 










 the time 
came 
for the students




the  platform where they 
were 
met by a 
mumbling  Bradley. 
YELL OF PAIN 
While he shook one hand, he 
slapped the scroll -type 
diploma in-
to the other, drawing a sharp yell 
of pain from 
each  student. 
When the diplomas had been 
handed out Bradley stood and 
stared at 
the proud students. Ar-
nold Aba the first student who  re-
ceived his diploma, suddenly fell 
to the ground as did each of his 
classmates. Bradley
 let out an in-
s 
js p 
sane laugh and did a little dance 
examine the fallen scholars and 
A doctor rushed 
forward to  
announced,




went up from the crowd. 
Bradley  
called for silence. 
"This is the
 way of the future," 
he cackled. "Poisoned 
diplomas  are 





Another gasp rose 
from  the 
audience.
 
Bradley then went on 
to explain 
how painless the poison was. He 
asked Dr. Reasan, professor of 
chemistry, to 
take a bow for 
creating this ingenious method of 
eliminating the
 pesty graduates. 
The 
doctor stood up and 
explained 
how the sweat 




 hot day 
absorbed










 a school 
where the 
president had
 a rough 
time 
this  past 

























return  to 






Wednesday. June 5, 1968 
SPARTAN 
DATT.TSR  






Why all the fuss about mari-
juana? This is what a Tukano 
tribesmen from the distant back 
lands of Colombia, South America, 
probably would say if he were here 
today to see society's restrictive 
measures to discourage free use of 
drugs.  




such as the use of 
mari-
juana, sunflower
 seeds, or rolled 
and baked banana 
peels,  he has 
been indulging





















much time growing uniformed 
avenues
 of the common coca 
shrub.
 
The coca plant is ceremoniously 





When  full grown, the  plant 
stands
 about
 five feet tall.
 After 
cutting,
 the coca plant serves as 

































you for a 
sales position
 with the Bay 
Area's 
fastest 












 biggest problem that
 con-
fronts some major
 league baseball 
players is 




the opinion of 
















































 thcoretical  
example  
of 
the pitcher who wants to pitch 
to certain 
spots,  only to throw the 
blt down the middle of the plate 
and have





years,  Dr. Tutko 
and his associate,
 Dr. Bruce 
Ogil-
vie, have psychologically tested 
more than 10,000 
athletes. In 1966 
they co-authored







Them." This book 



















 and San 
Fernando  
The preparation task is 
serious,
 
having much the 
same air of con-
centration about it  as 
the sur-
roundings of an ambitious 
glue
 
sniffer. Reverently, the head of the 
tribe gradually fills a basket full 
of leaves. Just as seriously,
 the 
younger
 men in the group
 join -in 
and place leaves into the basket. 
Later 
in the afternoon the 
leaves
 




over a hot fire. They are 
stirred with a 
stick,  and then 
placed inside a small 
wooden  
cylinder to 
be beaten and refined 





preparation  process 




 half -gourds, 
which  he 
carries  around his 
neck





 again, he 






























 It's a 















































732 s,F IRST 
ST. 
SPECIAL BY FOR
 BOATS P. Came 
TRAILERS, TRUCKS














Let's Go Home!! 
Get your 
car  ready for summer 




 and have your 
car completely serviced.
 At your 
request




 and service any or 
all necessary 
components 




motoring  pleasure. 
Sits. Service; serving




























who will receive 
their diplomas this 
semester, and 
to 
also  thank them 
for their patronage.
 We hope 
now that you are 
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The 1967-68 SJS 
news  
year  reflected 
the
 controversies which 
brewed 
nationwide:  racism 
and opposition
 to the war.
 In the 
photo at right, 




told  a Concert 
Hall  audience 
that
 the demands 
HOMECOMING QUEEN 
QUEEN VALERIE DICKERSON, 20 -year -old senior journalism 
major, was crowned 1967 Homecoming Queen at the
 
Corona. 
lion Ball. She was chosen for the title by student body vote. A 
former Winter Carnival Queen, Miss Dickerson was the first 
Black student to reign as Homecoming Queen at SJS. Specializing 
in 
radio  and 
television news, she 




 radio station, 




 Black Students for Action had been met, thus 
calming racial tensions on campus. In 
the  photo (above), Dr. 
Peter Collins leads a Vietnam "teach -in," session 
protesting  
Vietnam policies, 














 JOSE, CALIFORNIA 
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Whole  Year's 
News
 on One Front
 
Page  
By BILL GALSTAN 
Spartan 
Daily Staff Writer 
The Daily front page
 editor had 
a nightmare recently.
 What, he 
thought, 
would  he do if all the im-
portant news events 
which  de-
veloped




happen on the same day? What 
story would 
be
 most important, 
what the 
most interesting? 
Another problem would face 
him: the news would 
no
 longer be 
separate reports of information  
it would 
all blend together. One 
day's event would affect the news
 
for months to come. 
And finally,
 the news would be 
very 
complex. Problems which 
are 
ripping at the nation - racism, 
war, and politics  all are rele. 
vent to the campus. Decisions 
made in 
Sacramento  affect the 
day-to-day routine 




After some thought, 
the editor 
began to sketch his imaginary 
front 
page. He decided that racial 
news
 was the most important
  a 
continuing 
story that started the 
first day of school back in Sep-
tember and would probably con-
tinue as the 
printers
 set this story 
in type. 
The second most important story 
















































Hall.  At 






















 Dow's visit 
so that a vote 









one attorney were 
arrested




 which drew 
squads  of 
riot ready
 police from San Jose, 
Sheriffs  depu-
ties  from Santa 





 were often 
the  most sensational as students
 
became involved in 
fistfights  with 
other 
students  and police broke up 
one Dow 







would be events re-
lating  to education  
budget  cuts, 
faculty 
complaints,  and attacks by 
conservative 
state  legislators. 
FIRST DAY ...  
Many other
 stories 
would  then 
rotate around 
the three major 
items.
 And as the 
editor  began to 
decide 
where  these 
should  be 
placed on the 
front page, he con-
sulted
 his list of news
 events for 
the 1967-68 




 day of school, Sept. 18, 




 an attack on discrimination 
in 
housing and 
organized the United 
Black
 
S t ud en ts 
for Action 
(UBSA); interim ASB president 
Vic Lee promised
 an Investigation 
of Edwards' charges. 
Sept. 22: President Clark ap-
pointed an ombudsman "To con-
duct a continuous and 
aggressive  
campaign
 against racial discrimin-
ation." He cancelled Friday night's 
football game with the University 
of 
Texas  because he feared vio-
lence following 
Edwards' threat 
that UBSA would "Picket, disrupt, charge Frank Sanchez, co-owner 
and bring a halt" to the game. 
The 
president  also put all fra-
ternal organizations
 on probation 
until Nov. 1, asking 
them to set 
up procedures for eliminating dis-
crimination. 
He
 announced that 
Black athletes 
in
 the future would 
have 
their  lockers assigned 
ran-
domly, that they
 would have equal 
availability
 to social 
events,  and 
help 












 all sororities to 
evacu-




leaves, days off, and va-
cations were 
cancelled
 for San 




On Oct. 9, 
seven anti -Marine 
protesters were arrested
 after a 
scuffle involving 
Marines recruit-
ing on campus. The 
next day, fist -
fights 
among  40 peOple broke out 
in front






Oct. 12, with Vic Lee receiving a 
mandate to office. A few days 
later, Professors Against the War 
announced that they would hold 
"Vietnam Classrooms" during stop 
the draft week. On the 
same  day, 
a 
student said that he would 
of Ace towing service, with assault 
and battery. A 
fight broke out 
when Sanchez tried to tow 
the 
student's 
car away for 
being
 il-
legally parked. By 
this time, San-
chez had stimulated the wrath of 
several students 
by
 towing their 
cars away and charging 
what
 they 
claimed were exhorbitant fees. 
AFT DEMANDS 
Later that month, the 
American 
Federation 
of Teachers presented 
demands to the Trustees for a 30 
per cent salary 
hike.  They walked 
out of the meeting, claiming 
"meaningless conversation." 
On Oct. 22, 
San  Jose police chief 




 33 allegations against 
automobile tower, Frank Sanchez.
 
A few days later Valerie Dicker-
son, senior journalism
 major, be-
came SJS' first Black homecoming 
queen.
 
State Senator Clark Bradley, af-
ter being interviewed in the Jab-
berwock, 
experimental college 
newspaper, claimed the 
publication  
was "Part of a left-wing conspir-
acy to undermine 
America." In 
early
 November Selective Service 
chief Hershey 
said
 he would can-
cel deferments of students
 who in-
terfered 
with  military recruitment. 
Sigma Chi fraternity
 was ex-
pelled from campus on Nov. 13 
because Its 
national  office al-
legedly




 In another 
November  suspension, 
students  
Jim Hurst, 
Nick Kopke, and Ira 
Meltzer were 
expelled for their 
part in an anti -war 
demonstration.  
The




Chemical  company  swelled by 
4,000 student 
onlookers   got out 
of hand. Windows were 
broken, 
the American flag 
torn down, and 
a flying 
wedge of San Jose police 
dispersed students 
with tear gas, 
clubs,
 and smoke bombs. 
This was 
the "riot" that 
in-
variably came up 
during  Thanks-
giving 
vacation  as parents 
asked 
for details of 
the confrontation. 
Twelve  were arrested,









next day, and  students, 
still affected by the tear gas from 
the previous day, listened to Presi-
dent Clark call 
for  a return to 




Edwards  on Nov. 28 
an-
nounced demands 
that must be 
met if Blacks are to participate
 in 
the 




ceive  national and 
international  
attention. The









HELL NO, WE WON'T GO!  Fist 
fights
 involving as many 
as 40 persons broke out 
eight  times in 20 
minutes  
Oct.
 10 when 
demonstrators  for the American Liberation Front (ALF) clashed 
with ROTC students and other 
supporters  of a Marine recruiting 
























spoke  to 
the 
crowd 
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"Contrary  to 
popular
 impres-
















Whites,"  reports 
Charles E. 
Silberman  in his 
book, "Crisis in 
Black and 
White." 
In the 20 years
 since 
World  Wir 
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ghetto  can 
build  a 
base on which 


















Registration for Econ. 169 in the fall semester, 
a class dealing with the economics of discrimi-
nation, will be administered by the United Black 
Students for  Action. 
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Starts at 9 p.m. 
(St cover
 for mlners)  
Brooks, if 
left alone by 
the estab-
lished system.







decision,  it is 
a fact,
 he 




 the Black com-
munity into this position.
 It is not 
a choice,
 says Brooks, 
it










 to that of national
 
immigrant groups such 
as the 
'Irish, Italians, Orientals, and 
others.  
From its study the class has 
found that education is not the 
panacea to this problem. Data 
shows that Blacks do not get the 
same economic return from 
educa-
tion as Whites do. (The Black 
high  school 
graduate  earns 
less 
than the White grammar school 
graduate. The Black college gradu-





Furthermore, t h e 
increasing 
length of time of the educational 
process makes it difficult 
for any-
one, especially 
the  economic mi-
nority,







"If  Negro employment
 is to be 
increased,"
 Silberman states, 
"firms will also 
have










 as a 
prerequisite in certain jobs." 
In 








































However,  the 







promotes  racism 
through fear of numbers 
and  color. 
and the growth of 
racism in the 
United States 
through
 its economic 
history. 
The differing viewpoints
 of class 
members  have been brought out 




 of the class.
 Be-
cause  










years ago from 
New England,










 between tb. 
student and his parent generation 
REQUEST 
The class was formed 
because  
of a request from the administra-
tion to each department to develop 
classes on the racial situation re-
lating it to their specific curricu-
lum. Dr. Lee, envious to teach such 











 as in California. 
The  class has matured this se-
mester 










by Dr. Lee. 
The biggest failure of the class 
this semester, accoiding to Dr
 
Lee, is the incomplete
 study ot 
racism regarding the poor in 
Santa
 









although  one of 
the  most 











































































































































































 8 at midnight,  tow 
man  
Sanchez 
was  scheduled 
to lose his 
business 
license - faced
 with 34 
felony and 9 misdemeanor allega-
tions. 
The City Council declared 
him "morally unfit" to keep his 





 fee from 
$25
 
to $100 when the student gave 








 for a 
















 out about who 
should 
receive  early registration
 
privileges - faculty  
members  were 
against athletes




































 but they 
ran into 
a dispute 









































that  SJS 


















































































































































































































































































 in a Day ot 
Concern  on April 
26,  which expressed 
concern  over 
the 
war, 
racism, and poverty. 
Dick 
Miner
 was elected ASB 
president 
in

















































41 e. sal 
Antonio 
293-7616  
Interim Statement on 
Student 





that students have 
before  
faculty and the 
administration.  




was being tested, 




ing to his 
English
 class in Mac-
Quarrie Hall when
 Dr. Norman 
Miller, 
chairman  of the law en-
forcement 
administration  depart-




major and knocked off 
his hat as a token 
of
 "discipline." 
Miller later apologized for the inci-
dent, 
which raised objections from 
several quarters. 
Two days later Ben Falk, 22 -
year -old 
student,
 was viewing a 
police exhibit of drugs when he 
was arrested 
for  using obscene 
language after a policeman
 told 
him he "could be shot" 
if he at-





 the same day 
college 
Chancellor Glen S. 
Dumke visited 
campus, 
warned against violence. 
VALERIE, QUEEN
 
Later that week, Valerie Dicker-
son, our 
homecoming
 queen, was 
selected
 as California representa-
tive to the National College Queen 
Contest. On May 21, the FBI de-
nied that it has spies in Harry 
Edwards' sociology classes. The 
next day. Edwards blasted Sparta 
Life magazine for an unauthorized 
addition at the end of a story out-
lining the racial situation. Mean-
while a community committee set 
up offices on campus to 
help  raise 
a $700,000 scholarship fund for 
underprivileged students. 
On May 22 an announcement 
was 
made
 that SJS stands to make 
$75,000 for televised coverage of 
the Spartan -Stanford football game 
next semester - first big TV 
coverage for SJS. 
The Mexican -American Student 
Confederation 
threatened  on May 
27 that it will disrupt and picket 
the 
commencement exercises if 
certain 
demands  are not met. A 
day later, 11 professors circulated 
a petition criticizing outspoken Dr. 
John Gilbaugh, former Dean, for 







the huge, 12 -story 
co-ed
 dorm was nearing
 
comple-
tion. It and the new cafeteria for
 
residence
 hall students is expected 
to be ready
 in 
plenty of time for 
registration  week next semester. 
The College Union  
began to take 
some visable shape as workmen 
completed
 foundation and base-
ment cement work. And money 
was approved for engineers to 
make
 final plans for the new 18 -
story library, which will 
tower  
from the present 
sites of the home 
economics  building and corporation 
yard. 
Covering
 all these stories has 
been 
the daily work of fall editor 
Ken Bryant
 and spring editor 
Wynn  Cook and his staff. Phi'. 
Stone, 21 -year -old 
journalism  ma-
jor,
 was appointed Daily editor for 
next semester. He will guide his 
reporters, photographers, column-
ists and co-editors in reporting 
next semester's news. 
Will the events 
of
 next year be 
dreams come









tion and leadership are rewarded 
in 
a military manner for mem-
bers of the Army and Air Force 
ROTC 
at SJS. Instead of getting 




medals and ribbons. 
These medals and ribbons. 
nicknamed "salad" in the serv-
ice, cover 
a wide range of sub-
jects,  including proficiency 
with  
individual
 weapons and outstand-
ing patriotism and citizenship. 
The two highest honors that 
a cadet is eligible for are the 
Superior Cadet Ribbon Award
 








Competitive  Sports Ribbon given
 
to cadets who are members of 
SJS 
varsity teams; the 






cadets  for drill per-
formance: and the Academic 
Excellence  Ribbon 
for cadets 
achieving 
an "A" average for 









 in the 
blood drive program, as 
well as 
other  fields. 
Wednesday,  
June













"No tuition, no grade -point aver-
age, 
no prerequisites credit 
earned is your own involvement. 
not academic units." The Experi-
mental 





 of spring semes-
ter 1967 is still making the above 
offer to all interested 
students and 
faculty to participate in a revolu-
tionary learning 
experience. 
The Experimental College is 
a 
student organization which chal-
lenges both professors and stu-
dents to use their creativity and 
imagination by setting up classes 
on 
anything  interesting to 
them. 
The only prerequisite is that in-
structors have sufficient student 
response. Students have the
 op-
portunity to teach as well as to 
learn. Faculty members have a 
chance to experiment in 
their 
teaching methods.  In fact, courses 
must he kept
 interesting or else 
students don't want to 
participate  
--and




Student Council as E.C.'s new di-
rector,  says she is "excited about 
the prospects for the program. 
Students have the opportunity to 
design and carry out their own 
education." She added, "There is a 
need for a lot more publicity, 
though, since many students don't
 
know we're here (Student Union 
Building,  in case you are in-
trigued)." 
The campus population has been 
enthusiastic about some of the pro-
grams Experimental College spon-
sors without noting which group is 








 graduates will receive bo-
nuses  from the SJS Alumni Asso-
ciation this 
year  as the organiza-
tion is mailing 
congratulatory
 let-





nounced that students 
who pur-
chase  membership in the 
alumni 
organization 
will be given free 










 on the 
corner
 of Fifth 




membership may be obtained any 
weekday  from 8 




which E.C. initiated, hosting
 
such distinguished 
men  as Dr. S. J. 
Hayakawa, 
noted semanticist, wri-







Last semester an Artist -in -Resi-
dence, 
Russ  Stevenson. offered art 
students the opportunity 
to ob-
serve a 
professional  artist when 
he set up an office
 campus studio 
at E.C.'s invitation. Students re-
ceive theory in classrooms, hut 
there Ls little suggestion of the 
real 
world.
 With Russ Stevenson's 

















lecturers have come to 
SJS with a 















 Hester: a 
Buddhist
 priest who 
writes and lectures
 on his coun-
try 
- 
Vietnam.  These speakers ac-
cept little
 or no pay 
when  the Ex-
perimental 

























efforts  will 
bring 
more talented













of the college pop-
ulation 








 with more 
appro-
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Council.-  he said. 
thei
 thing I want to 
do 
is 
! , student yearbook council 
















price  and time
 
.1 
1,,y mem will 
have
 to
 be deter-, 
moos!.
 rissibly





 in magazine form
 with  
And
 we at the 
Spartan House




 Best of luck 
in













soft cover. This could cut down 
nuich of the cost." 
Langan is a 
Minor psychology 
major and a member of Sigma
 Phi 
Epsilon fraternity.
 He was elected 
junior representative on a write-in 




Board, 11101 he 
created, and
 the Student Council 
External Policy Committee. 





mogram  of need to 
help  
the minority groups
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 not be 
known  until 
new 













rates  will 
determine
 the 



















































 is a long
 story. It 
all 




















after  final 


















which  has 
become  
symbolic
 of SJS, 
was  of-
ficially 
dedicated  on 
June
 20, 1920. 
It was named after
 
Morris  Elmer 
Dailey,  president 
of
 the college 
frilm 
1900  to 1919. 
In 1924, the campus 
of 











which cost $129,799. 











 San Jose 
State  Col-
lege,  and the 
physical  structure 
of 
the  campus continued to grow 
as construction began
 on is men's 
gymnasium
 in 1930 and
 ground 
was broken for 
a football stadium 
on 





In 1941, a much -needed library 
was built.
 Soon after, because of 








 capacity of the school's 
permanent buildings. In the fall
 of 
1947, fifteen barracks were placed 
on the campus as enrollment fig-
ures 
reached
 almost 7,000. 
Also at this time, construction
 
for Spartan City, housing 
for mar-
ried veterans, began near the foot-
ball
 stadium 
In the fall of 1949, the 
peak of 
veteran enrollment reached a 
total 
of 8,356 students and the college 
faced a serious classroom shortage.  
With no funds for needed build-
ings, classes were held in barracks, 
nearby churches and residences 





lege had purchased. 
But college expansion picked 
up soon after and at the 
time
 of 
Dr. MacQuarrie's retirement at the 
end of August, 1952, 
the 






























Earlier in the same 





 completed and 
dedicated. It was 
built  from con-
tributions from students, 
faculty,  
alumni
 and friends. 
MUSIC 
BUILDING  
On December 3, 
1953, the music 
building was dedicated. Costing 
approximately one million dollars,
 











 to a 
beautiful concert hall that seated 
575. 
Three months later on February 
25, a million dollar engineering 
building was dedicated. 
The theme 
RECENT EDITIONS 




 to the 
ever-changing face of the SJS 
campus have been the cafeteria in 
1958 at $804,000; the  residence 
halls in 1960 
at $616,000 each;
 the 
multi -story parking garage in 
1962 at $2,377,000; the education 
building in 1963 at $1,905,000
 and 




























In the designing stages, 
accord-
















library, another parking 
garage,
 .1 
central heating and air-condition-
ing plant
 for the entire campus
 




(the  old one would be 
re-





has  also 
been requested. 
at
 the ceremonies was 
"Engineers  
Dean Burton also mentioned 
for 
Tomorrow."  
that after the construction of the 
new library,




Meanwhile, construction of the 
modeling .be done on the present 
speech and drama building had 
one for offices for the administra-
started in the
 spring of 1952 and 
Hon and instructors, classrooms 





 21, 1954. 
and permanent facilities for the 
home 
economics  department. 
September. 1955  found three ma-
jor
 buildings under construction. 
NEW DEVELOPMENT 
These were additions
 to the 
men's  
"It's anticipated that most 
of
 the 




brary. Also a new Spartan book-
store was open for
 business, 
will be built in the next five
 
On June 8, 1956, a total of 
years," said Dean Burton. 
1,731 students 
received degrees in 
The 
master
 plan that 
the  Dean
 
front of an audience of 7,000 gath- 
is speaking of also calls for a de-
ered in the 
Spartan  Stadium. In 
pression of San Carlos Street from 
his report at this time, President 
Fourth to Tenth Streets with its
 
lowest depth at Seventh Street, 
John T. Wahlquist announced fu -
somewhere between 14 to 20 feet. 
ttire plans for 
new  art, industrial 
arts, health and faculty 
office Pedestrian bridges would be erect -
buildings., 
and  additions to the en- 








with  this plan would be a 
buildings. He also announced
 that 
closhig of Ninth Street to traffic. 
work would soon begin on an ad- 
Dean Burton commented that in 
ministration building, 
trying the master plan
 in the fu-
ture it is to "integrate and im-
prove
 aesthetically the
 campus by 
the closure of streets and develop-
ing attractive 
pedestrian  walk-
ways and malls, attractive land-
scape and also to provide some in-
terest in 
hi -rise elements
  to 
give some relief




ends this SJS expansion 




















 Top prices 
for 
used  
textbooks. Now that you've finished
 
boning
 up for 





 of the way, why delay? Bring in 
your 
used




































































































































































about  the 
purposes 
and 
standards  of higher
 education. 
"I
 do not 
consider  a higher
 edu-
cation as 
something  to 
be taken 
lightly,"
 he said. "Its









































terest  and 
potential 












without  the 
interest and

































 the U.S.?" 
he asked. 
His 



























these  programs, and 
I am con-
vinced










cates practically a complete col-
lapse of standards. That doesn't 
leave much left to analyze  and 
study as to what are the merits 
and demerits of such a 
proposal." 
With
 reference to lowering the 
standards to admit minority stu-
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have  the necessary 




























"They  have 
enough  good 
judgment  
























hoods,  caps, and
 gowns in-

























 a black velvet
 cap while 















































































































































































































































































































 code of 
colors for 







years  ago by a 
graduate  
of Williams 





the hood denotes  
the 
type 




is three feet long, the
 mas-
ters three and
 one-half, and 
the 
doctorate is four 
feet.  
The field
 of study in which 
the  
degree was 
obtained  is shown by 
the lining color, 
Arts and letters, white; Agri-
culture, maize; Chiropody,
 nile 
green;  Commerce, business, olive 
drab; Dentistry, lilac;
 Economics, 
copper; Engineering, orange; Fine 







 crimson; Law, 
pur-


































































































He said the California junior col-
lege system affords every student 
the chance to find out if he has the 
ability and qualificiations for col-
lege work. 
REMOVAL POSSIBLE 
Returning to the question of the 
Tutorials and such programs, he 
said it was possible for the legis-
lature to remove them at the state 
college  
level.  
"As the legislature and public 
in general become better aware of 
the operations and meaning of 
these programs, there will be 
legis-
lative action and
 public demand 
that they be stopped," he said. 
He said 







 thing which can be done is to 






and  such programs at the state 
college level." 
"Higher education in California," 
Sen, Bradley 
concluded,  "is at a 
critical crossroads.
 The standards 
must be maintained or be scan-
dalously watered 
down to a point 
where 




seriously questioned as to 
value and acceptability." 
Change
 in Status 






College  may be-
come San Jose State University 
by 
1970. After 
being a State College 
since 










dents and administrators. 
Assemblyman John 
Vasconcellos, 
D -San Jose, introduced a 
bill into 
the California 






achieve university status. That 
particular bill, AB946, passed
 the 
Assembly and 
was  sent to the Sen-
ate Government Efficiency 
Com-
mittee.  There it was referred for 
interim 









cellos, a new resolution asking the 
Joint Committee on Higher Edu-
cation to "study all the implica-
tions, costs and benefits in the 
name change bill." may be 
intro-
duced into the assembly 
this
 ses-
sion. This would make university 
status feasible by 1970. 
Dr. William J. Dusel, academic 






change." Dr. Dusel continued, say-
ing, "Actually the institution has  
been operating 
as a university with 
separate  schools for a 
number of 
years." 
The  vice president 
de-
scribed the quality of students as 
comparable, the accreditation 
standards as comparable and the 
quality
 of the faculty as 
compar-
able.  
Dr. Dusel said one of the main 
problems
 
that  SJS must contend 
with because it is not a university 
is financial support. 
"Universities  
have priority on state supported 
research,"
 Dr. Dusel contended. 
"Supporters of the universities 
may 
feel that a group of state 
universities would be successful in 
competing for limited state re-
search 
funds." 
"State  funds should go where 
service to 
the state is rendered. 
If state colleges are qualified to 
do necessary research jobs, they 
should be
 encouraged
 to do them," 
he 
said. 
In March of 1967. another meas-
ure died quietly in the Senate 
Gov-
ernmental Efficiency Committee. 
This proposal, introduced by Sen. 
Mervyn 
Dymally,  D -Los Angeles,
 
would have provided a name 
change for all 19 state colleges to 






















































By STEVE LIEURANCE 
Within the next 10 years, eight 
square blocks of territory adjacent 
to 
SJS  will 
be 
transformed





mercial, financial, and cultural 
activity. 
Called the San
 Antonio Plaza 
Project,
 this joint
 federal and 
San 
Jose city 
redevelopment  is de-


















college  housing, 
and college 
oriented 
shops  and 
businesses.  
Demolition  is 
due to begin 
be-
tween
 July and 
September
 of this 
year,  with 
construction  due 
to be-





 will be 
completely  
torn down, 
with 23 of 
the existing
 structures to be re. four years for completion
 fromt Jose's ,,lopment projects, be -
constructed 
before  completion (..f 
the project, 
according
 to John Nor -
berg, a planner 






thing  between 





 on the 
east by Fourth
 Street and 
SJS 
and on the 




When  completed, 
the  entire  area 






 to a "half
-
submerged" 















According  to the 
San Jose 
Redevelopment  
Agency,  more 
than 
$8 million 













will  take 


























































 in 1890 
when the
 college was 
called Cali-
fornia  State 
Normal  School 
and  is 
the sole 
survivor
















































there,  she 
taught 


















school).  She was 
principal 
there 



















Hoover  in 
1943  and 
acted  as 
working  
president






































































. . . 
and 
sympathizes  
more  than 
any  
have." 
"The air is humming
 with activ-
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65.00 Now 32.33 
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1995.  Now 


















































the amount of 
work 
involved is fairly large." 
Norberg said there would be al-
most $20 million invested in the 
two -block section. 
Bill L. Hendrie of the San Jose 
Chamber of Commerce said about
 
the project, -The most important 
thing about this 
project
 is that it 




will  provide a link be-
tween Park Center and the col-
lege," said 
Hendrie. 
Park Center is another of San 
tween u
-kit  Street and Guada-
lupe Creek, 
The San Antonio Plaza is to be 
highlighted by landscaped walk-
ways connecting
 a series of plazas 
and a large park on the west side. 
Also as part of the project the 
current city libraty 
will be re-
stored
 and used as a 
public mu-




 areas are to 
he 
located
 at various points
 on the 
perimeter
 of the project
 for easy 
pedestrian 
access  to any 
part  of 
the San 
Antonio  Plaza, 
MOYER  MUSIC 






























































 works on one 
of
 the radial 
engines of a 
twin Beech
 D- 18airplane 












 this month. 
The department




will  be used  
during
 the 






 and meteorology 
department
 have 















 but the "plane" she flies 
will  never get off the 
ground. In 
fact
 it doesn't even have 




 to pilot 
controls 
much  as 
a light aircraft would and 
the pilot receives 
instructions  from the ''tower operator" who 
controls the microphone 





operations  majors are required 
to take e, class in instru-
ment flight tecnnique 
using  this equipment which teaches 
them  to 
































Gordon  Ware replaces  an indicator
 
MANY GAUGES and 
indicators are necessary to test a 
jet 
engine,
 whether it is a Boeing 707 
turbine  or a smaller 
J-44 being tested here. 
















 of the engine.
 General 
Electric was 
the prime contractor for
 the design of the 
instruments and test cell, capable
 of 
mounting  and testing 
a turbine 
engine  with up to 














 At SJS 
Flight Into the Future Is 
The 
Goal;  
Air and Ground Instruction 
Is the Means 
IN THE AERONAUTICS 
LAB John Violet removes 
a cylinder from a 
Lycorning 0290 opposed 
piston engine. Visitors to the 
lab expecting a 
"greasy
 garage" are surprised to
 find a spotless machine 
shop where 
neatness  is stressed not only 
for  appearance, but more 
importantly,  for 
safety.
 Violet is working 




power plant mechanic rating. 
in this panel which 
tells  the pilot his "rate of climb" 
or how fast 
he is climbing or descending.
 Ware 
is a certified instrument flight instructor in the 
Flying 20, a club composed 
mainly  of SJS aero-
nautics 
majors. 
JIM McKENZIE, senior aeronautics 
major,  examines the rnetala-
graphical microscope 
used  to study the grain structure of metals. 
This  instrument aids in the detection of "stress risers'' or slip 
lines 
in metal where cracks and eventual part 
failure  could occur. 
GERALD  SHREVE, 







 Hauk the 
operation  of a 
wind 
tunnel. The air is 
forced  through a 
small  tunnel 
at a rate of 
1400 miles per 
hour. This is 
ap-
proximately
 equivalent to twice the speed
 of 
sound or Mach 2. 
A shock wave forms in the 
shape of a cone around the 
nose of a plane 
flying at the sraed of sound and as a plane flies 
over
 the r.,.ound at this rate of speed the 
"boom" hear., by people on the ground is the 
"cone" passing them. Photographs can be taken
 
of the shock wave cone through the use
 of fil-
tered
 light. 
